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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study the following general variational inequality problem (VIP): 
to find a vector a; in a nonempty subset S in JFT such that 
{F{x),y-x) > 0 for all y e S 
where F is a mapping from into itself, a n d � . �d e n o t e s the inner product on 
We first review some basic knowledge about the variational inequality prob-
lem, Secondly, we construct several merit functions and discuss a few important 
properties of the merit functions. Thirdly, we establish some corresponding error 
bound results for the merit functions under suitable conditions. While a large 
portion of this thesis is a survey drawing materials from literature (with proper 
citation given in appropriate places), my own findings reported in Section 3.2, 
4.2，4.3，4.4 of this thesis are mainly on the extensions of the above known re-
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The famous variational inequality problem (VIP) occurs in many areas with wide 
range of applications. A representative prototype of the problems we consider 
throughout this thesis is the following: 
Definition 1.1 Let F be a mapping from i?" into itself and let S be a nonempty 
closed convex subset of Then the Variational Inequality Problem, denoted by 
VI{F,S), is to find a vector x e S such that 
{F(x),ij-x)>0 for all y e S (1.1) 
where�•�denotes the inner product on FT. 
Typically, as in many references, the mapping F is required to be continuously 
differentiable but presently we just state the most general case. Loosely speak-
ing, the variational inequality problem VI{F, S) states that the vector F{x) must 
be at an acute angle with all feasible vectors emanating from x. Formally, solv-
ing VI{F, S) can be reduced to finding the zero of an appropriate generalized 
equation. Indeed from (1.1), x solves VI(F,S) if and only if one has 
-F{x) e Ns{x) (1.2) 
1 
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where Ns{x) is the normal cone of S which is defined as following 




and (1.2) is in turn equivalent to finding x such that 0 G N s ( x ) + F(cc). Therefore, 
defining the set-valued map 
, , , ‘ m ^ ) + n ^ ) if n : 
A{x) = (1.3) 
I 0 else, 
the above variational inequality problem VI[F, S) reduces to finding the zero of 
the generalized equation 0 G A{x). The study of variational inequality draws on 
nonlinear optimization methodology, solution of nonlinear equations and equi-
librium (fixed point) theory. For illustration, we begin with some interesting 
examples of the variational inequality problem. 
1.1 Examples for the variational inequality prob-
lem 
• Example 1. Solution of nonlinear equation 
Let S = FC\ so that Ns{x) 二 0 and VI{F, S) reduces to the equation 0 G A(x)= 
F{x). Since F is singled-valued, then the variational inequality problem is noth-
ing else but solving a system of nonlinear equations F{x) = 0. 
• Example 2. First-order optimal condition and Nash equilibrium prob-
lem 
Let F{x) be the gradient of some real-valued function f : FT — R, then the 
VI(F’S) is just a restatement of the fist-order necessary condition of optimality 
for the following optimization problem: 
minimize f{x) subject to x e S (1.4) 
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More specifically, x solves the problem VI(F, S) if and only if there is no feasible 
descent direction at x. Furthermore, if f{x) is a pseudo-convex function on S ( 
i.e., •/(re)了(y - x ) > 0 implies f(y) > f{x) for all x,y e 5), then the solution to 
VI{F, S) is a global optimal solution of (1.4). As an application, we can formulate 
the famous Nash equilibrium problem into a variational inequality. 
A fundamental concept of equilibrium in noncooperative game theory was 
introduced by J. Nash. It turns out that the computation of a "Nash equilibrium" 
can be accomplished by solving a variational inequality. First of all, let us explain 
the concept of "Nash equilibrium" as follows: In a general noncooperative game, 
there are N players each of whom has a certain cost function and strategy set that 
may depend on the other player's actions. For the initial discussion, we assume 
that player i's strategy set is a subset Ki of R^ which is independent of the other 
player's strategies. Player i's cost function 9i{x) depends on all player's strategy, 
which are described by the vector x that consists of the subvectors G f T for 
i = 1,2, ...N. Player i's problem is to determine, for each fixed but arbitrary 
tuple x^ 三(a:) ： j z) of other player's strategies, an optimal strategy x^ that 
solves the cost minimization problem in the variable 
minimize 6i{y\x') subject to if G Ki (1.5) 
We denote the solution set of this optimization problem by where the 
notation 9i{y\x') means that the function 9i evaluated at the vector whose j-th 
subvector is x^ for j ^ i and whose i-th subvector is y\ A Nash equilibrium is 
a tuple of strategies x = : i = 1，2’ …TV) with the property that for each i, 
x^ G U{x^). In other words, a Nash equilibrium is a tuple of strategies, one of each 
player, such that no player can lower cost by unilaterally deviating his action from 
his designated strategy. The following result gives a set of sufficient conditions 
under which a Nash equilibrium can be formulated as a variational inequality. 
In fact the connection between Nash equilibrium and variational problems was 
recognized as early as 1974 by Bensoussan [1], who studied these problems with 
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quadratic functionals in Hilbert spaces. Harker [10] revisited these problems 
in Euclidean spaces and discuss the continuously differentiable, convex function 
which is exactly the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 Let each Ki be a closed convex subset of Suppose that for 
each fixed tuple x\ the function Oi{-,x') is convex and continuously differentiable 
at y\ Then a tuple 工三[x^ : i = …,N) is a Nash equilibrium if and only if 
X is the solution of the following variational inequality VI(F,S) where 
N 
= Ki and F{x) = (1.6) 
i=l 
.Example 3. Nonlinear complementary problem and Markov perfect 
equilibria 
One famous and important case of variational inequality is the following nonlinear 
complementary problem which is a special form of VI(F，S) by letting S = R^ 
where R^ denotes the nonnegative orthant of 
Definition 1.2 Let F be a mapping from K^ into itself. Then the Nonlinear 
Complementary Problem, denoted by NCP{F), is to Find a vector x e Rl such 
that 
{F{x),x) = 0 and F{x) e Rl (1.7) 
where�•�denotes the inner product on R^. 
As an application,we show that the Makrov perfect equilibrium problem can be 
formulated as a NCP problem. The Markov perfect equilibrium problem is a 
game-theoretic oligopolistic market model in which two or more firms attempt 
to set the price of a homogeneous product over an infinite time horizon. For 
simplicity, we consider a duopoly model in which each firm takes turn to set the 
price and is committed to it during the period in which the action is taken and 
the following period when the other firm responds. The model assumes that the 
action of one firm at the current period depends only the opponent's action in 
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the last period. Each firm seeks to maximize the present discounted value by 
choosing prices in discrete time intervals, with the instantaneous payoff of the 
firm being a function of the current prices and not of time. Assume the prize can 
take any one of n distinct values, p(i) for i = 1,2, "n. The given payoff matrix of 
firm k=l，2 is 
/ __ -
. . . (1.8) 
where 為 is the profit of firm k if it chooses price p{i) and the other firm chooses 
Due to the time independence assumption of the profit, the definition of 
nfj does not depend on when firm k chooses the prices. Firm k's strategy is 
characterized by a probability transition matrix, called the reaction matrix: 
丄 11 ...丄 In 
X ' = . . . (1.9) 
/-v» K, RPK' 
山 n.l •••山 nn 
where x^ is the probability of firm k choosing price p{j) (i，e. its j-strategy) given 
that the opponent firm has chosen p{i) in the previous period. By definition we 
have x^j > 0 for all i,j, and 
n 
y ^ x^j = 1 for all i = 1, ...n. (1.10) 
Let v^  be the discounted reward to firm k if the current price of the other firm 
is p(i) and it is firm k's turn to set the price; similarly, let cjf be the discounted 
reward to firm k if it set the price to p(i) last period and it is the other firm's turn 
to set the prize. Let (5 > 0 be the discount factor. By a dynamic programming 
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argument, it can be shown that 
v^ = m ^ {TTji + 6u)j) and cjf = + 6vj) for all i = 1,...,n. (1.11) 
We restrict the model by postulating the symmetry assumption; that is the reac-
tion matrix, the payoff matrix and the discounted rewards for the two firms are 
the same, so that 
= ni 二 n2 and vj = vl Lol = for all i 二 1,…n 
With a given payoff matrix 11, symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium is a prob-
ability transition matrix X whose entries are all nonnegative and satisfy (1.10), 
and which，along with a pair of discounted reward vectors v and w^ satisfies 
(1.11) and for any i = 1，"n 
n n n n 
0<Vi = ^ XijTTji + ^^ XijUj and 0 < a;^  = ^ Xij^Uj + ^ ^ XijVj (1.12) 
j=i j=i j=i j=i 
Since the variables of this problem are Xij, Vi and uji, (1.12) are nonlinear equa-
tion in the unknowns. Clearly, a symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium will not 
be affected if we add the same constant to all entries of the payoff matrix IT, 
even though such a change will cause the discounted rewards Vi and Ui to indi-
vidually be modified by the same constant. Thus for the computation of such 
an equilibrium, we may assume without loss of generality that all entries of the 
payoff matrix 11 is positive. Under these assumptions we have the following result 
which reformulates the Markov perfect equilibrium into a Nonlinear complemen-
tary problem. This result was first established in section 5.1 of [20], for another 
proof see Proposition 1.4 in [5 • 
Theorem 1.2 Let n be a nxn matrix such that all entries are positive. Annxn 
matrix H is a symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium if and only if there exist two 
n-vectors v anduJ such that the triple (X,v,uj) is a solution of the NCP(F), where 
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F : —只n2+2n 仏 defined by 
( . . . 1 \ 
Vi — duj — TTji :J 二丄,...n 
F{X,v,u;)= � - 1 :i = lr“n (1-13) 
Ej=i 工 ij 沉 ij - ^ Ej=i 工 ij 巧 = …n 
1.2 Approaches for variational inequality prob-
lem 
During the past two decades, many authors have studied the variational inequality 
problem and various methods have been put forward; see [5] and [6] for excellent 
surveys. In order to solve the variational inequality problem, two main approaches 
have been proposed in the literature: the traditional approach is based on refor-
mulating the variational problem into a system of nonsmooth equations and use 
the classical method such as Newton method, Qiiasi-Newton method, and SOR 
(Successive Over Relaxing) method (See [9]) to construct the corresponding it-
erative algorithms. Unfortunately, all the methods we mentioned above are only 
for local ones. That is to say, the iterative method will convergent to the solution 
X* of VI(F, S) provided that the given initial point Xq is closed to the solution 
X* sufficiently. But this is impractical since we frequently do not know where the 
solution location when determine an initial point. In order to establish the con-
vergence result of the method without knowing a prior solution and investigate 
relationship between the variational inequalities problem and the mathematical 
programming problem, another approach has been proposed very recently. In 
this new approach, consideration has been put to construct a so-called merit 
function to give the corresponding solution. More explicitly, A real-valued func-
tion defined on i?" (or its subset) is called a merit function for VIP, if the set of 
its global minimizers coincides with the set of solutions to the VIP. The merit 
functions serve as a useful tool for developing algorithms to solve VIP and for 
analyzing their convergence properties. This approach has attracted more and 
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more researchers and has led to many fruitful results since it plays an important 
role in the solution theory both in the theoretical and computational viewpoint. 
In this thesis we will concentrate our attention on the second approach, i.e, the 
merit function approach. 
1.3 Error bounds results for variational inequal-
ity problem 
To guarantee the global convergence results, conditions of error bound are very 
crucial. Since these condition plays an important role in many situation such 
as sensitive analysis, convergence analysis etc, the research on error bounds has 
attracted the interest of many researchers and there are a vast number of pub-
lications reporting the progress in this area. Therefore it is of great interest to 
investigate the corresponding error bound conditions for the merit functions of 
the variational inequality problem. In regard to the above facts, in additional to 
the merit function approach, we will study the following two aspects about the 
theory of error bounds : 
Given a merit function of VIP, 
• Under what condition can we ensure error bound results for the merit func-
tion of the corresponding variational inequality problem. 
• How can the error bound results guarantee the global convergence of the 
iterative algorithm for the merit function approach in solving the corre-
sponding variational inequality problem. 
In [24], Wu，Michael and Marcotte gave global error bound results for the so-
called generalized regularized gap function under the assumption that F is contin-
uously differentiable, global Lipschitz continuous and strongly monotone. With 
the same assumption of [24], Yamashita and Fiikushima established the global 
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error bound results for the so-called generalized D-gap function in [23]. Recently, 
in [11], Huang and Ng extended the result of [24] by dropping the assumption 
that F is global Lipschitz continuous (they also provide a counterexample to show 
that the global error bound result of [23] cannot be achieved if we only assume 
that F is continuously differentiable and strongly monotone). In [21], based on 
the work of [11], Tan established the global error bound result of the generalized 
regularized gap function with the assumption that F is only locally Lipschitz and 
strongly monotone (not necessarily smooth). In theorem 4.5 we establish a simi-
lar result with different constants involved and with simpler proof (on the other 
hand, the derivative method of proofs given in [11] and [21] does have the ad-
vantange of providing an iterative algorithm of Armijo-type for solving the VIP). 
In this thesis, with the same assumption of [21], we show in Theorem 4.6 that a 
local error bound can be achieved for the generalized D-gap function in section 
4.4. Moreover, we also give some error bound results in section 4.3 for the general 
regularized gap functions under the situation that F is continuous and strongly 
monotone. Further developments on the applications of our results in providing 
the corresponding algorithms are expected to make in a subsequent paper. 
1.4 Organization 
It is the primary objective of this thesis to provide a basic review of the theory 
of the merit function approach, together with my own initial findings (presented 
in section 3.3, section 4.2，section 4.3, and section 4.4). In particular, we will pay 
special attention to the corresponding error bounds result for the merit functions 
of the variational inequality problem. Our plan is to begin with very fundamental 
results and to proceed gradually toward the frontier. The organization of the re-
mainder of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we review some basic knowledge 
about the solution theory of the variational inequality problem by using the tra-
ditional approach, i.e. the equation approach. In Chapter 3, we construct several 
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merit functions and discuss a few important properties of the merit functions. In 
Chapter 4，we establish the corresponding error bound results for a merit function 
under certain suitable conditions. 
Chapter 2 
Solution Theory 
Over the past two decades, a large body of literature has developed on the ex-
istence and uniqueness of solutions to variational inequalities. In this chapter, 
we will choose some fundamental results and some of their consequences for brief 
discussions. At first, we recall the related concepts and conclusions in convex 
analysis and nonlinear analysis which are the main tools for our theoretical anal-
ysis. 
2.1 Elementary Convex Analysis, Nonsmooth Anal-
ysis and Degree theory 
2.1.1 Elementary Convex Analysis 
As we know, convexity plays a fundamental role in the analysis of optimization 
problems. In this brief section, we review some basic concepts and properties on 
convex sets and convex functions. Throughout this thesis, we will only consider 
finite-dimensional vector spaces. The n-dimensional Euclidean real vector space 
will be denoted by For vectors x = (0:1,0:2, -Xn) e = (yi, 2/2’ -yn) G 
the inner product between x and y is defined by {x,y) = ^iVi- The norm 
arising from the inner product is the so-called Euclidean norm on the respective 
11 
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Rn space denoted by ||a;|| := The open unit ball {x e R"" ： ||a:|| < 1} is 
denoted by and the closed unit ball {a: G ： ||a;|| < 1} is denoted by 'W. 
For an arbitrary subset C of i?", we denote the interior, closure, and topological 
boundary of it by intC, C, dC respectively. 
Definition 2.1 A subset C of R^ is convex if and only if 
细 + (1 — t)y e C for all x,y e C, and for all t e [0，1: 
Using the algebraic sum of two convex sets, 
aCi + I3C2 ：二 {工：0； = aci + fe, ci G Ci, C2 G C2}, a, e R 
the above definition can also be written in the following way: 
C CK" is convex + (1 - t)C C C, for all t G [0,1 . 
For a set C C i?", the convex hull of C is denoted by convC defined to be the 
intersection of all convex sets containing C or equivalently it is the set of all 
convex combinations of elements of C, i.e. 
m m 
convC = {y^JjXj : Xi e C, ti > 0, = 1} 
i=l i=l 
Some elementary operations that preserve the convexity of sets are collected in 
the following theorem. We omit its standard proof. 
Theorem 2.1 For any collection {Ci : i e 1} of convex sets Q C we have 
(a) CixC2---Cmis convex in /^ i x . . .R � . 
(h)门时 Ci is convex, here with Ui = n for all i. (that is, Q C BJ" for all n) 
(c) The finite sum J]:! Ci is convex here with Ui = n for all i. 
(d) The image of a convex set under a linear mapping is convex. 
A fundamental characterization of convex sets is provided by the following so-
called Caratheodory's Theorem (cf. Theorem 17.1 of [18]). 
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Theorem 2.2 For any C C R^, any element of convC can be represented as a 
convex combination of no more than (n + 1) elements of C. 
Definition 2.2 A set K C BT' is called a cone if and only if tx e K for all 
X £ K and for all t>0. 
Examples of cones include linear siibspaces of R^ and the nonnegative orthant 
R l := {a: = (xi,x2...xn) ： Xi > 0}. Given a set X C the (negative) polar 
cone of K is the cone defined by 
K �= {y G IT : (y, x) < 0, for all x e K} 
For an arbitrary convex set C, the recession cone Coo of set C is the cone defined 
by 
Coo = {d:x + tdeC for allt>0 and for all x e C} 
It is known (cf. Theorem 8.4 of [18]) that C is bounded if and only of C^o = 0. 
The so-called normal cone at the point a; G C is defined as following: 
Nc{x) = I {a,y-x)<^ V y e C) 
and the tangent cone at the point .t G C is just defined to the (negative) polar 
of the normal cone Nc(x), i.e. 
Tc(x) = (Nc(x)r 
A set P is called polyhedron if it has the form 
P = {xeBJ'： {a^x)仏’ 1^  = 1’ 2’ …p} 
where a^  G RJ\ bi e R, i = 1,2,...p. If = 0 for all i, then P is called a 
polyhedral cone. 
Now we denoted by R the extended real line, that is R = [—oo，+oo]. It is 
most convenient, especially in the context of optimization problems, to work 
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with extended real-valued functions, i.e. functions that take values in i? U {00}， 
instead of just finite-valued functions. Rules of arithmetic are thus extended to 
include 
( + 0 0 ) + ( + 0 0 ) = ( + 0 0 ) ; a . ( + 0 0 ) = ( + 0 0 ) f o r all a > Q 
( - 0 0 ) + ( - 0 0 ) = ( - 0 0 ) ; a . ( - 0 0 ) = ( - 0 0 ) f o r all a > 0 
Let f : FT —瓦 The effective domain of f is the set 
domf := {x G i?" : fix) < +00} 
A function is called proper if f{x) < +00 for at least one x e R^ and f{x) > 
-00, for all X e Rn, otherwise, the function is called improper. Two important 
and useful geometrical objects associated with a function f are the epigraph and 
levels set of f, defined, respectively by 
epif := {{x,a)eR''xR: f{x) < a}- lev{f, a) ：二 {x G : f(x) < a} 
Definition 2.3 A proper function f : R^ R is said to be convex if and only if 
epif is a convex set. 
As a consequence, since the effective domain domf is the projection of epif, it 
follows that domf is convex when f is convex. Equivalently, for a proper extended 
real-valued function / : i?" {00}, / is convex if and only if 
f{tx + (1 - t)y) < tf{x) + (1 - t)f{y), for any x,y e for all t e (0，1) 
The function is called strictly convex if the above inequality is strict for all x ,y e 
R^ with X ^ y and t G (0,1). The subdifferential of a convex function f at the 
point Xo € domf is defined as follows 
dfixo) = IT : {^,0；- Xo) < fix) - f{xo) for all x e i T } (2.1) 
It is known that for any XQ G domf, df{xo) is a closed and convex subset of FT 
.Moreover, if the convex function f is continuous at XQ, then df{xo} is always 
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nonempty. The so-called First Order Optimality Condition with respect to a 
closed and convex set 5 is as following: 
x is a minimization of a convex function /(•) on S 0 G df{x) + Ns{x) 
Moreover, the converse is also valid when S is a polyhedral or ri(domf) n 0 
(for the detailed proof, cf. Theorem 27.4 in [18]). Let 5 be a closed convex subset 
of R\ It is well-known that every vector x e W there exists a unique vector 
X that is closest to x in the Euclidean norm. This closest vector x is called the 
(Euclidean) projection of x onto S and denoted as Prs{x). The corresponding 
mapping Prs ： x — Prs[x) is called the (Euclidean) projector onto S. By defi-
nition, Prs{x) is the unique solution of the convex minimization problem in the 
variable y, where x is considered fixed: 
minimize — subject to y e S 
JL 
When 5 is a polyhedron, the above optimization problem is a strictly convex 
quadratic programming. When S is not a polyhedron, computing the projection 
onto S is in general not a trivial task. We summarize the essential properties of 
the operator Prs in the theorem below (for the detail proof , cf. Theorem 1.5.5 
of [5]). 
Theorem 2.3 Let S be a nonempty closed convex subset of The following 
statements are valid. 
(a) For each x G Prs{x) exists and is unique. 
(h) For each x 6 R^, Prs{x) is a unique vector x G S satisfying the inequality 
{y — x,x — x) > 0 for all y e S 
(c) For any two vectors u and v in R^ 
(Prs{u) - Pr_5W，ii - v) > � -P r s { v ) f 
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(d) As a function of x, Prs{x) is non-expansive; that is for any two vectors u 
and V in FT， 
||/Vs � -P r s � 11 < - M l 
(e) The distance function 
三臺||:i;_/Vs(:c)||2， xeR"" 
is continuously differentiable in x; moreover 
•p(x) = X - Prs{x) 
2.1.2 Elementary Nonsmooth Analysis 
In this subsection, we give some basic concepts and properties on some nonsmooth 
functions or more precisely on the so-called locally Lipschitz functions. 
Definition 2.4 A function f : FT — R is said to be (locally) Lipschitz with 
modulus L continuous near XQ G i?" if and only if there exist two positive constants 
6 and L such that 
\f{xi)-f{x2)\ < L\\xi -X2\\ for all Xi,X2 G B{xo;6) 
We shall say a function f : R^ R is locally Lipschitz on an open subset D of 
R^ if f is (locally) Lipschitz near any point XQ G D. At the same time, another 
related concept called global Lipschitz continuity is defined as following: 
Definition 2.5 A function f : R几—R is said to be global Lipschitz with modulus 
L on a subset Di of R^ if and only if there exists a positive constants L such that 
f{xi) — f{x2)\ < L\\xi - X2II for all XuX2 G Di 
An important property of locally Lipschitz function is provided by the following 
so-called Rademacher's Theorem ( [19]). 
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Theorem 2.4 A function f which is locally Lipschitz on an open subset D of R^ 
is differentiable almost every where (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) on D. 
Let / be Lipschitz near Xq e BJ\ and let be a arbitrary vector in Recall 
that the Clarke generalized directional derivative of f at XQ in the direction v is 
denoted by f°{xo;v) and defined by: 
f Wv) = lim sup  
Y-^XO, UO t 
and the Clarke-subdifFerential of the function f at XQ is defined as follows: 
d'fixo) = U e iT : (e,^) < rixo-.v) for all v G i?"} 
Using the Rademacher's Theorem, a useful characterization of Clarke-subdifferential 
on the finite dimensional space R^ can be given as following (cf. Theorem 2.5.1 
of [2]): 
d'f{xo) = conv{d^f{xo)} and d^f(xo) = ： i = Hm •f(Xi),Xi — Xo,Xi G Df} 
where Df denotes the subset consisting of all elements a of R^ such that f is 
differentiable at a. If f is continuously differentiable, from the above characteri-
zation, we can immediately know that the Clarke subdifferential of f reduces to 
the gradient of f . In general, the calculation of the Clarke-subdifferential can 
be simplified by the fact that the Clarke-subdifferential is "blind" to sets of zero 
measure in the following sense 
d'f{xo) = conv{^ ： ^ = lim Vf{xi), Xi Xq, Xi G Df\No} (2.2) 
i—>oo 
where NQ is any measure 0 set in FT\ (cf. Theorem 2.5.1 of [2] for the proof). 
Some of the properties of Clarke subdifferential are summarized in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.5 ([2]) Let f : R孔一 R be a Lipschitz function with modulus L near 
X. Then 
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(a) d^f{x) is a nonempty, convex, compact subset of R^ and ||V|| < L for all 
V e dcf(x). 
(b) d^f is upper semi-continuous at x. 
(c) if A is a scalar and g is another function which is Lipschitz near x, the 
following calculus rule holds: 
d%xf) = Xd'f and d^if + d” + d'g 
(d) if /(•) attains a local minimum or maximum at x, we have 0 G d^f{x) 
The following mean-value theorem for Lipschitz functions is useful for our later 
analysis. This result is due to Lebourg (for the detailed proof cf. Theorem 2.3.7 
of [2]). 
Theorem 2.6 Let x,y e R", suppose that f is global Lipschitz on an open set 
containing the line segment [x^y]. Then there exists a point u G (x,y) such that 
f{y) - fix) e dJiiifiy — x) 
2.1.3 Degree Theory 
This subsection presents one topic of nonlinear analysis: degree theory. Degree 
theory is a classical mathematical tool that has many applications; it is particu-
larly useful for the study of the existence of the solution to an equation = p, 
where $ is a continuous function defined on the closure of a bounded open subset 
Q of i?" and take the values in R"^  and p is a given vector not in ^{dQ). In what 
follows, we review the basic definitions and results of degree theory, with the goal 
of laying down the background for the analytical results to be developed for the 
variational inequality problem. At first, we state the following two useful lemmas 
and one of their corollaries. The proof of them are omitted since one can find 
their proof in many classical books of Real analysis (for example Theorem 1 in 
the page 13 of [4] and [13]). 
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Lemma 2.1 Let fl be a bounded open subset of and let 电：fl — R几 be a 
continuous function. Then for any e > 0, there exists a function : Q ^ R^ 
such that is a C°°-function and 
Corollary 2.1 For any positive constants Ci,C2 satisfying 0 < Ci < C2. There 
exists a mapping ip : [0,oo) — [0,1] such that IJJ{X) = I if X E [0,ci] and 
ip{x) = 0 if X e [c2, oo). 
Lemma 2.2 (Extension Theorem) Let S be a compact subset of ^ : S ^ 
Rn be continuous. Then there exists a continuous mapping ^ : BJ^ ^ R^ such 
that 
眾=(I> on S 
In this situation, the continuous mapping <& is called a Tietze-Urysohn continuous 
extension of the original function 
Definition 2.6 (Degree of C^-function) Let Q be a bounded open set in FT, 
cj> ： ^ _>. Rn’ (l> £ R^) i.e. it has continuous second order partial derivatives 
respect to all variables. Let p G Let r = miria^ gaj^  -p|| > 0 and 
h : [0, +oo) B} he a continuous function satisfying the following two conditions. 
• (a) there exist constants A,T* (0 < a < T* < r) such that 
h{t) = 0 for all t i 
Then we define the so-called degree of a C�function ^ at p respect to Q as fol-
lowing: 
deg(c^,n,p)= f hi\mx)-p)\\)Mx)dx 
Jn 
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where J^{x) is the determinant of the Jacobi matrix of function $ at the point x 
i.e. J^{x) = det{A) and 
= L巧仍 "’ 1劣 
Remark:(1). Functions satisfying conditions (a) and (b) do exist. For instance, 
ip{x) = ^ where 
f s i n ^ ^ if A<x<T* , … 
( A ) � … (2.3) 
I 0 else 
and * 
Xo= f MM)dx = Sn-i�,-isin""(厂 
J Rn JA T — a 
here, 5„_i denotes the area of the unit sphere in 
(2). The above definition of degree is well-defined i.e. the value of 
does not change when we choose different h{x) satisfying condition (a) and (b). 
The proof of this fact is rather long, hence we will omit the original proof here 
(for the detailed proof see [8]). 
In what follows, we present several important properties of the concept of the 
degree for a C^ function. These properties are helpful for us to establish the con-
cept of the degree for a continuous function (for the detailed proof, cf. Lemma 
1.7 of [8] and Theorem 1.2 of [8] respectively). 
Lemma 2.3 Let Q be a bounded open set in R^, $ : VL FT, ^ G 
p 朱 T = mina;e如 II少(工)-p|| > Suppose that is another C�function 
such that 
max||<l>(x)-<I>i(x)|| < ；. 
xen ( 
Then we have 
deg(屯,n,p) = deg{^un,p) 
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Lemma 2.4 Let fl be a bounded open set in R^ and $ G R^), Suppose 
that 
p 朱 U = n, Mx) = 0}) (2.4) 
T = minxgan - p|| > 0. Then the following equation 
^ x ) = p (2.5) 
has at most finitely many solutions Xi,X2,' • •,工爪 and 
m 
deg((l^,n,p) = (2.6) 
t=i 
where sgn{t) is the sign function defined as following: 
F 
1 if t>Q 
sgn{t) = 0 if t = Q (2.7) 
- 1 if t<Q 
\ 
The following Theorem have been mentioned in [5] without giving a proof. For 
completeness, we give a proof here. 
Theorem 2.7 Let Q be a bounded open set in R^ and suppose that $ G C队 RJ^、， 
(i.e. ^ is a continuous function on Q). Let p • and r = miriaje如 II否(工)— 
p\\ > 0. Define the subset T of as following 
T = {(I>i : ^i (x) 6 and megc - < r } (2.8) 
xen 
Then for any G T, we have 
Proof. Firstly, from Lemma 2.1 we know that T is not empty. Now for any fixed 
$(1。)，对）G T, let $(/) = (1 - ty^f^ + 沖S” {t e [0’ 1]). Clearly, G and 
||(I>(:c)-(对)0r)|| < (1 —�—$(1� )�||+t||<l>(a ; ) -$ ( i i ) (a ; )|| < T for all x eTl 
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Therefore, $(/) € T for all t e [0,1] and p • by the definition of r. In 
particular, c/e"($(/)，n，p) is well-defined. For any t,t' G [0，1] we have 
二 —力'| majc ||$(iO)(a;) - ( M ” � || 
xgH xen 
< \t - t'\ (max - + max -
x£n xen 
< 2r\t -广I (2.9) 
where the last inequality is from the fact 少；。)，$5” G T. Thus for any t, G B{t]古)， 
we have that 
(2.10) 
x&n I 
Thus for any given t' e [0,1], (2.10) together with Lemma 2.3 imply that = 
for any t' G That is to say, the following property (P) 
holds: 
(P) g{t) is a constant on [i —击，亡 + 吉]门[0,1 . 
where g{t) := Let a = sup{77 G [0，1] : g{t) is a constant on [0，"]}. 
It is clear that a G [0,1]. Next we claim that the siipremiim can be attained and 
a = I. 
1° : Firstly, we prove the siipremiim can be attained. Let { a n }二 be a sequence 
such that 
lim an = a and 0 < a„ < a^+i < 1 (n = 1,2,- • •) 
n—*oo 
By the definition of a, we know that for every integer n, g(t) is a constant on 
0,a„]. Since lim„^oo ^n = a, there exists an integer no such that 
I an - < ^ for any n>no 
Using the above property (P), we know that o?e以(�)(/)’ p) is a. constant on a . 
Therefore we can obtain that deg{^i\ is a constant on [0, a], that is to say 
the supremum can be attained. 
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2° : Secondly, we prove a = 1. Suppose not, i.e. a < 1. Then it follows from 
the property (P) that is a constant on [0, min{a + 六，1}]. This 
contradicts to the definition of a. 
Combining the results of 1 �a n d 2°, we obtain that g(t) is a constant on [0,1]. In 
particular we have g{0) = g{l), that is to say, 
Therefore the conclusion of this theorem follows. • 
Recall Definition 2.1 we know that is well-defined for any e T 
which define as in 
(2.8). Therefore, from the above theorem, we can define the 
degree of a continuous function <I> at p with respect to the set fl as follows: 
Definition 2.7 (Degree of continuous function) Let Q be a bounded open 
set in Rn, $ : H i?", $ € C{Ti), p • r = 丨1(�工）—p|| > 
Let T be the subset of defined as in (2.8). Then we define the degree of a 
general continuous function <E> at p respect to the set fl as following: 
= for all (I>i G T 
In the following theorem, we collect several properties of the degree which will 
play important roles in our later analysis especially in the existence argument of 
the solution theory (cf. Proposition 2.3 of [5] for the detailed proof). 
Theorem 2.8 Let fl be a nonempty, bound open subset of R^, and let (I> G C(Q). 
Assume that p 车 T h e n the following properties holds: 
(a) (Unity property) deg{I,ft,p) = 1 ifp € where I is the identity map. 
(b) (Additive property) deg{I,n,p) = deg{I,nup) + deg[I,VL2,p) if Qi and Q2 
are two disjoint open 
subsets ofn and p • U ^2)) 
(c) (Homotopy invariance principle) deg{H{-,t),n,p{t)) is independent of t e 
0,1] for any two continuous function : Q x [0,1] —> and p : [0，1] — i ? " 
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such that 
p{t) • H{dn,t) for all t e [0,1； 
(d) (Solvable property) If + 0, then the equation <l>(a;) = p has a 
solution in Q. 
2.2 Existence and Uniqueness Theory 
In this part, we will present the existence and uniqueness theory of the variational 
inequality problem. First we state a theorem which reformulates the VI(F, S) 
into a nonsmooth equation. 
Theorem 2.9 (Proposition 1.8 of [5]) Let 5 C be an closed convex set and 
F : S — FT be a arbitrary mapping. Then the following equivalence holds 
X belongs to the solution set of VI(F, S) Fg^'^x) = 0 
where Fft ： S R^ is defined as follows: 
FSat(x) :=x- Prs{x - F(x)) (2.11) 
and is called the natural map of VI[F, S). 
Proof. Note first that x e S ii x belongs to the solution of VI(F, S) or if 
(工)=0. Recall that x e S belongs to the solution set of VI{F,S) if and 
only if 
{F{x),y-x) > 0 for all ij e S 
that is 
{x-{x-F{x)),y-x)>0 for all y e S 
By part (b) of theorem 2.3，this is the case if and only if 
X = - F{x)) 
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that is, F� t ( o c ) = 0. • 
Now using the above formulation, we are in a position to give some conditions 
which guarantee the existence of the solutions of VI(F, S) 
Theorem 2.10 (Proposition 2.2.3 of [5]) Let S C R"^ be a closed convex set and 
F : S — Rn be continuous. Consider the following statements: 
(a) There exists a vector x* E： S such that the set L<{x*) defined by 
L<{x*) = {xeS: (F{x),x-x*) < 0} 
is bounded (possibly empty). 
(h) There exist a bounded open set fl and a vector x* e S OCl such that 
.T - X*) > 0 for all X e S n dn (2.12) 
where dfl denotes the boundary of VL 
(c) The VI(F, S) has a solution. 
Then it holds that (a) (b) => (c). Moreover, if there exists a vector ；r* G n Q 
such that the set L<{x*) defined by 
L<(x*) = {xeS: {F{x), x-x*) < 0} 
is bounded, then the solution set of VI(F\ S) is nonempty and compact. 
P r o o f . ( �( 6 ) ) Assume (a). Then by continuity, L<(a:*) is a bounded open 
set. Hence, there exists a bounded open set H containing {a;*} U L^{x*). Notice 
that each point in L<(x*) is an interior point of Q, and hence must not be in dQ. 
Thus we must have Z/< n 如 = 0 . Consequently (2.12) holds and (b) follows. 
((b) => (c)) Assume (b) holds. Let F : i?^ —> i?" be a Tietze-Urysohn continuous 
extension of F. Define F^^ ^ as following: 
F2"\x) = x-Prs(x-F(x)) 
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Since F agrees F on S, we have 
F产(:r) = for all x e S 
To show (c). Suppose on the contrary that the solution set of VI(F, S) is empty. 
Since the zeros of F � t coincide with the solution of S) and the latter 
problem has no solution by assumption, we have (F妥"”一丄⑴）=0’ that is 
Since clearly ( ^ " V ^ O ) 0 if a; ^ It follows that 
( F / ) - i ( O ) = 0 (2.13) 
In particular (F|?°”-i(0) n = 0，this ensures is well defined. 
We claim that this degree is nonzero. 
Consider the following homotopy: 
H{x, t) = x - Prs(t{x - F{x)) + (1 - t)x*) for all (x, t) G H x [0,1] 
we have H(x,0) = x - Prs{x*) = x - x*, since x* e S. Thus it follows that 
deg(H(',0),^,0) is well defined and equal to the unity. Furthermore, H(x, 1 ) = 
X — Prs{x - 'F{X)) 二 F二(x). We next show that if H(x,to) = 0 for some 
0 < to < I. then x does not belong to dfl. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume x ^ x*. Since H{x,to) = 0, by the definition of H and part (b) of Theorem 
2.3, we have x e S and 
{x - toix - F{x)) - ( 1 - to)x\y -x)>0 for all y e S 
In particular, for y = x* we deduce that 
{toF{x) + (1 - to){x - -x)>0 
This implies that 
(F{x),x* - x ) > i ^ l l x * - x f > 0 
to 
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where the last inequality holds because to G (0’ 1) and x x*. Therefore x does 
not belongs to dQ. Consequently, by the homotopy invariance property of the 
degree, we get 
deg(Fl''\n,(}) 二 deWi/(.,l)’f^ ，0) = deg{H{;0),n,0) = 1 
Thus by the solvable property of Theorem 2.8，it follows that the following equa-
tion 
= 0 
has a solution in which contradicts to (2.13). Thus (c) follows. 
Finally, suppose that there exists a vector a;* G n such that the set L<{x*) 
is bounded. Then so is L<(a;*), hence the solution set of VI{F, S) is not empty. 
Denote the solution of VI(F, S) by A. By definition, we know that A is contained 
in L<{x*). On the other hand, from Theorem 2.9，the following property holds: 
4 二 {o; e Fgat�=0} 
Since is continuous by (2.11) and by part (d) of Theorem 2.3，it follows 
that A is a closed subset of L<{x*). Then A is closed and bounded and hence 
compact. • 
Corollary 2.2 Let S be a compact and convex set and let F : S — R孔 be con-
tinuous. The solution set of VI(F，S) is nonempty and compact. 
Proof. By continuity, the set L< is obviously closed and hence compact for every 
choice of x* G S. Thus the conclusion follows immediately from the preceding 
theorem. • 
Defining the so-called continuous box constrained VI(F’S) to be the following: 
Definition 2.8 Let F be a continuous mapping from R孔 into itself and let S 
be a nonempty compact rectangle in R\ Then the Continuous Box Constrained 
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Variational Inequality Problem, denoted by CBVI{F, 5) , is to find a vector x e S 
such that 
{F{x),y-x) > 0 for all y e S (2.14) 
• 
By Corollary 2.2, we know that the CBVI(F, S) always has a solution. Instead 
of compactness assumption in Corollary 2.2, we can assume certain condition on 
the function F to establish the non-emptiness of the corresponding solution set. 
The next result is another consequence of the theorem which applicable for an 
unbounded set S. 
Corollary 2.3 Let S C IT be a closed convex set and let F •• S — R孔 be 
continuous. If there exists a vector x* in S such that 
{F(x),x-x*) > 0 for all xeS 
then the VI(F,S) has a solution. 
Proof. The assumption implies that the set L<(a;*) is empty. Thus the conclusion 
follows immediately from the preceding theorem. • 
Another class of problems allowed for an unbound set S requires the mapping F 
to satisfy a certain growth conditions as x e S grows in norm. There are different 
type of such conditions, an typical one is as following: 
Coercive condition: We shall say a function F{x) satisfies the Coercive 
condition on S, if there exist two constants x* e S and ^ > 0 such that 
liminf (F(工 I,工-工” >0 (2.15) 
Equivalently, this condition postulates the existence of a constant c > 0 such that 
for all X e S with sufficiently large norm, 
(F(x),x-x*} > > 0 
Based on this observation the following result is immediately. 
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Theorem 2.11 Let S C R^ be a dosed convex set and let F : S ^ R^ be 
continuous. If there exist a vector x* in S and a scalar ^ > 0 such that (2.15) 
holds, then the VI(F,S) has a nonempty compact solution set. 
Proof. From the remark of the coercive condition, we know that there exists a 
real number N and x* e S such that 
{F{x),x-x*) > 0 for all ||a;|| > N 
This implies that the set L<{x*) is bounded, hence the conclusion of this theorem 
follows by theorem (2.10). • 
We next introduce several “ monotonicity" properties of vector functions. The 
class of monotone vector functions play a similarly important role in the vari-
ational inequality problems as that played by the class of convex functions in 
optimization. In particular, the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the 
variational inequality problem can be established under the ^-monotonicity de-
fined below; see Theorem 2.15. Formally, we have the following definition. 
Definition 2.9 A mapping F : S Q RJ" — RJ" is said to be 
(a) pseudo monotone on S if for all vectors x and y in S 
{F{y),x-y)>0 (F{x),x-y)>0 
(b) monotone on S if for all vectors x and y in S 
{F{x)-F{y),x-y)>0 
(c) strictly monotone on S if for all vectors x and y in S and x^y 
{F{x)-F{y),x-y)>0 
(d) ^-monotone on S for some ^ > 1 if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for 
all vectors x and y in S, 
{F{x) - F(y),x- y) > c|lx - (2.16) 
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(e) strongly monotone on S if there exists a constant c � 0 such that for all 
vectors x and y in S, 
{F{x)-F{y),x-y)>c\\x-yf 
i.e. if F is 2-monotone on S. 
It is clear that every strictly monotone function must be injective; moreover, 
among the above monotonicity properties, the following relations hold: 
strongly monotone �-monotone strictly monotone monotone pseudo 
monotone. 
Furthermore, if F is a continuously differentiable function defined on an open 
convex set, we have the following connection between the above monotonicity 
properties and the positive semi-definiteness of the Jacobian matrices of F (for 
the standard proof cf. Proposition 4.5 of [14]). 
Theorem 2.12 Let F \ D C BP BJ^ be continuous differentiable on an open 
convex set D. Then the following statements are valid. 
(a) F is monotone on D if and only if the Jacobian matrix JF(x) is positive 
semi-definite for all x in D. 
(b) F is strictly monotone on D if JF{x) is positive definite for all x in D. 
(c) F is strongly monotone on D if and only ifJF(x) is uniformly positive definite 
for all X in D; i. e. there exists a constant c ' � 0 such that for all x e D 
y^JF{x)y>c'\\yf for all y G 
Interestingly, if F is pseudo monotone on S, then the three statements (a), 
(b), (c) in theorem 2.10 are equivalent. Therefore, we have a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a pseudo monotone variational inequality problem to have 
a solution. 
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Theorem 2.13 Let S C R^ be a closed and convex set and F .. S — BJ^ he 
continuous. Assume that F is pseudo monotone on S. Then the three statements 
(a), (h), (c) in theorem 2.10 are equivalent. 
Proof. By theorem 2.10，it is suffices to prove that (c) implies (a). By (c), that 
is VI{F, S) has a solution say x*. Then we have 
{F{x*),y-x*)>0 for all y e S 
By the assumption F is pseudo monotone on S, it follows that 
{F{y),y-x*)>0 for all y e S 
Thus the set 〈三{re e S : F{x)'^{x - x*) < 0} is empty and (a) follows. • 
The next result shows that the solution set of a pseudo monotone variational 
inequality problem is always convex and gives a sufficient condition which in-
volves the recession cone of S for such a VI(F’S) to have a nonempty bounded 
solution set. 
Theorem 2.14 ([3]) Let S C R^ he a closed and convex set and F \ S — FC^ be 
continuous. Assume that F is pseudo monotone on S. 
(a) The solution set of VI(F,S) is convex (possibly empty). 
(b) If there exists a vector x* G S satisfying F{x*) G int{(Soo)°), then the solution 
set VI(F,S) is nonempty, convex, and compact. 
Proof. (Proof of (a)) Let F be pseudo monotone on S and let A denote the 
solution set of VI{F,S). If A = 0, then A is of course convex. Next we assume 
that A is not empty. First, we claim that: 
P | { x G 5 : (F(y),y-a：) > 0 } (2.17) 
yes 
Indeed, if XQ is a solution of 5 ) , then 
(F (xo ) , 2 / -^o ) > 0 for all y e S 
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By the pseudo monotonicity of F on S, this implies 
{F{y),y-xo)>0 for all y e S 
Thus X belongs to the set of right-hand in (2.17). Conversely, suppose XQ belongs 
to the set of left-hand in (2.17). Let z G 5 be arbitrary. Applying the above 
inequality to y defined by 
？/ = ixo + (1 - t)z 
We have 
{F(txo + (1 - t)z),txo + (1 - t)z - 0：0�2 0 for all t e [0,1] 
Thus 
{F{txo + (1 - t)z), z-xo)>0 for all t e (0,1) 
Letting t ^ I this yields 
{F{xo),z-xo) > 0 
Since z is arbitrary, this means that XQ is a solution of VI(F，S)，therefore the 
identity (2.17) is established. Since for each fixed but arbitrary y e S, the set 
{x € 5 : (F{y),y - a:) > 0} is convex and since the intersection of any number 
of convex sets A is convex, it follows that solution set is convex. Therefore, 
statement (a) is shown. 
(Proof of (b)) To establish statement (b), in view of theorem 2.10, it suffices to 
show that if the vector x* exists with the prescribed property, then the set 
L< = {xeS:(F(x),x-x*)<0} 
is bounded. The pseudo monotonicity of F on S implies 
L<C{xeS: x*-x)> 0} (2.18) 
The set in the right-hand side is a closed convex set and its recession cone is {x G 
Soo ： {F{x*),d) < 0}. If the set in right-hand side of (2.18) is unbounded, then 
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it must have a nonzero recession direction; that is there exists a nonzero vector 
de Soo such that {F{x*),d) < 0. On the other hand, since F(x*) E int((Soo)°), 
there exists some scalar ^ > 0, such that 
F(x*) -Sde {SooY 
Since d G Soo, it follows that 
0 < {F(x*)-6d,d) < -6{d,d) < 0 
where the last inequality holds by the fact that d ^ 0. This contradiction shows 
that L< is bounded hence statement (b) follows. • 
Up to now, we have already discussed the existence of the solution of the vari-
ational inequality problem in several situations. Now we turn our attention to 
the uniqueness part. To establish the uniqueness result, we need the concept 
o f� -monotone defined in (2.16). We note that, every� -monotone function (for 
some ^ > 1) satisfies the coercivity condition (2.15) with x* being any vector in 
S. Indeed, for every fixed vector y e S, the definition o f� -monotone implies that 
lim _，【「"〉二 lim 〈彻-巧恐I卜"〉+ - � � ^ 
> lim Urn 
= o o 
For such a map F, we establish, in the following Theorem 2.15 (b), the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution of the corresponding variational inequality problem 
VI(F，S). 
Theorem 2.15 (Theorem 2.3.3 of [5]) Let S C BT- he a closed convex set and 
F : S ^ R^ be continuous. 
(a) If F is strictly monotone on S, the VI(F,S) has at most one solution, 
(h) If F is ^-monotone on S for some ^ > 1； the VI(F,S) has a unique solution . 
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(c) If F is defined, Lipschitz continuous, and�-monotone on a set Q, D S for 
some ^ > 1, then there exists a constant d such that for every x e Q, 
where x* is the unique solution of the VI(F,S). 
Proof. (Proof of (a)) Suppose that F is strictly monotone on S. \ix ^ x' are two 
distinct solutions of the VI(F，S)，we have for all y G 5, 
{F{x),y-x) > 0 and {F{x'),y-x') > 0 
Thus substituting y = x' into the first inequality and y = x in the second in-
equality, we deduce, 
{F{x),x' -x)>0 and {F{x'), x-x')>0 
Adding these two inequalities, we have 
(F{x)-F{x'),x-x')<0 
This contradicts the strict monotone monotonicity of F. Thus statement (a) is 
established. 
(Proof of (b)) If F is�-monotone on S for some ^ > 1, the existence of a solution 
to the VI(F,S) follows from theorem 2.10 and the observation noted before the 
statement of the theorem; the uniqueness of the solution follows from part (a), 
since ^-monotonicity implies the strictly monotonicity. 
(Proof of (c)) Let c > 0 be such that (2.16) holds. For a given vector x G Q, let 
r 三 We have 
X - r = Prsix - F{x)) 
By the characterization of the projection, it follows that 
{F{x) - r , y - { x - r)) > 0 for all y e S 
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In particular, with y = x*, we obtain 
(F(x)-r, x*-(x-r)} > 0 
Since x* is the unique solution of the VI(F，S) and x - r e S, we have 
(F(x*),(x-r)-x*}>0 
Adding the above two inequalities we deduce that 
(F(x) - F(x*) - r, a;* - Or - r)> > 0 
Thus we have 
{F{x) - Fix*),r) > {F{x) — F(x*),x- x*} + (r,x* - (x - r)) (2.19) 
On the other hand, from the Lipschitz continuity and the ^-monotonicity of F(-), 
the following two inequalities hold. 
(F(x)-F(x*),r)<Lllrllllx-x*ll, 
(F(x) - F(x*),x- X*) + - {x - r)) > c||a; - - \\r\\\\x -
It follows from (2.19) 
(L+l)||r||||a;-x*||>c||x-a;*r 
This implies that 
c 
Thus the theorem holds by setting c '=[全(L + 1 ) ] 击 . • 
Remark. In general, the strict monotonicity of F on S is not sufficient for the 
VI(F, S) to have a solution. For example we let 二 and F : R�一 R�define 
as F{x) = e无’ consider the corresponding VI{F,S). Obviously S is closed and 
convex and F{x) is strict monotone. Since Ns{x) = 0 for all x e i?", it follows 
from (1.2) that the VI(F, S) is equivalent to finding the solution of the equation 
F{x) = 0. Hence this VI{F, S) doesn't have a solution since the equation e^ = 0 
which has no zero on the whole real line. 
Chapter 3 
Merit Functions for variational 
inequalities problem 
So far, we have presented the basic existence and uniqueness theory by reformu-
late the variational inequalities problem as a system of equations (for example 
the natural map). A different approach is to cast it as a minimization problem. 
To illustrate this we start with the definition of the merit functions. 
Definition 3.1 A merit function for the VI{F, S) on a set X D S is a nonneg-
ative function 6 .. X — R+ such that x belongs to the solution VI(F,S) if and 
only if X e X and 9{x) = 0, that is, if and only if the solutions of the VI(F, S) 
coincide with the global solution of the problem 
minimize 9{y) subject to y E X 
with the corresponding optimal objective value of this problem being zero. 
Thus if the solution set is empty, then either the global optimal value of 6 over 
X is positive or 6 has no global minima on X. Even when the function F[x) is 
convex, a corresponding merit function 9{x) may not be convex or continuously 
differentiable. This raises the problem of finding "good" merit functions, where 
the exact meaning of "good" clearly depend on the use we have in mind for the 
36 
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merit functions. In the remaining part of this section we first consider some basic 
types of merit functions and then illustrate some of their properties and uses. 
The equation reformulations which we presented above naturally lead to some 
merit functions for solving the variational inequality problems. For example, let 
be the natural map for VI{F, S) which defined as (2.11)，then we can 
associate the following scalar-valued function: 
er{x) = \\FS^\xW, {xeS) 
where r is any positive integer, as a merit function for the VI(F,S). Unfortunately, 
this kind of function is not continuously differentiable even if F is assumed to be 
continuously differentiable and convex in general. For instance, let us consider 
the following example: 
Example 1: Let S be the closed interval [ - 2 , 2 ] in R\ Define F : — R! 
as F{x) = x"^ - 4. Consider the corresponding VI(F,S) as (1.1), from (2.11) we 
know that 
FS'^'ix) = X - a{x) 
where a{x) is define as following: 
f 2 if x G ( - 1 , 2 ] , , � 
[ X - + 4 if x G [ - 2 , - 1 ] 
Letting r = 2, then the corresponding merit function 没2(工)is as following: 
“ 、 / (工—2)2 if re(-l，2]， 
[(工2 —4)2 if a; G [ - 2 , - 1 ] 
Therefore, one can verify that 9{x) fails to be continuously differentiable at the 
point { - 1 } . 
Thus, it is usually preferable to use merit functions that are derived in a 
different way. At first we introduce the so-called regularized gap function which 
can be proved to be continuously differentiable. 
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3.1 Regularized gap function 
Definition 3.2 Let the VI{F, S) be given and c be a arbitrary positive constant. 
The regularized gap function of the VI{F^ S) is defined by 
Oc{x) = sup{F(xf{x -y)-^\\x- y f } for all x e R^ (3.3) 
y G 5 丄 
As we will see below, there is a need to consider the regularized gap function for 
distinct values of c. We note immediately that 
外(工）< Oa{x), for all xeK" 
for any two scalars 6 > a > 0. The next theorem summarizes various important 
properties of the regularized gap function and its relation to the VI{F, S) 
Theorem 3.1 ([23]) Let S Q BJ" he a closed convex set and F : FT — be 
continuous. Let c be a positive scalar. The following statements are valid. 
(a) For every x G R^,there exists a unique vector, to be denoted by yc(x), in S 
such that the supremum in equation (3.3) is attained, i.e. 
Oc{x) = F(x)^{x - y,{x)) - — yc{x)\\' (3.4) 
Moreover, yd^) can be written as following 
yc(x) = Prs(^:c - -F{x)) for all x e K" (3.5) c 
(b) 6c{x) is continuous on R^ and nonnegative on S 
(c) [9c[x)=0, X e S]分[a: 二 y c (工 ) ] 分 x is a solution of VI(F,S). 
Proof. (Proof of (a)) Defining the function 
U^.y) = F(xY{x - y ) - lllx - yf (3.6) 
then we see that 
yes 
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Note that 
= - [(2c)-i||F�||2 - F(XY{X - y) + - y f ] 
from part (a) of Theorem 2.3 and the definition of the (Euclidean) projector, 
— attains the minimum on S uniquely at the point Prs(x—lF(x) ) . 
Therefore for any fixed x G •) attains the maximum on S at the same 
point. Therefore the expression of ydx) and (3.4) are seen to hold. 
(Proof of (b)) From part (d) of theorem 2.3，the (Euclidean) projector is non-
expensive hence continuous. Thus, by (3.4), 9c{x) is continuous for any x e 
Moreover, for any x G 5, since 
It follows that 
6c{x) 二 sup 功c(a:’y) > ipc{x,x) = 0 for all x e S 
Therefore part (b) follows. 
(Proof of (c)) ([0c(a:)=O, a; G 5] [a: = ydx)]) Suppose 9c{x) = 0 and x G S, 
we have that 
F{xf(x - Veix)) = l l lx - yMW > 0 (3.7) 
On the other hand, it follows from the definition of ydx) and part (b) of Theorem 
2.3 we know that for all 2; G 5 
{z - yc⑷广[i^W + civcix) - x)] = -c(z - yd^jflx — ^F(x) - yc{x)] > 0 
Substituting z = x and using (3.7)，we obtain 
0 < (a; - + c[yc{x) - x)] = - yc{x)f - c\\x - yc{x)f 
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This yields x = ydx). 
([rr = ydx)] a: is a solution of VI(F，S)) Suppose x = ydx) holds, from the 
definition of yd^) 
= x - Prsix - -F{x)) = x - y^x) = 0 
c c 
Hence x solves the VI{\F, S) by Theorem 2.9. It follows that for any y e S 
{F{x),y - x) = c{-F{x),y - x) 
c 
Therefore x is a solution of VI(F,S). 
( X is a solution of VI(F，S) [(9c(x) = 0 and x e S]) Suppose x is a solution of 
VI(F，S). It follows immediately that x e S. According to the definition of ydx) 
we know that y^x) G S. Using (3.4) and the fact that x belongs to the solution 
set of VI(F，S) we obtain 
Ocix) = F(xf(x - 2MX)) - ^llx — ？/e(x)f < - y,{x)f < 0 
Noting that 6c{x) > 0 from part (b) of this theorem we have 9c(x) = 0. Thus 
part (c) follows. • 
Lemma 3.1 (Theorem 10.2.1 of [6]) Let S be a nonempty closed set. Assume 
that function f : R^ x S R is continuous on FT x S and that y) exists 
and is continuous on R竹 x S. Define the function g : K^ ^ RU { + 0 0 } by 
g{x)三 sup / ( x , ij), for all x £ R"" 
yes 
and set 
M{x) = {y e S : g{x) = f{x,y)}. (3.8) 
Let X be a given vector in Suppose that a neighborhood N C R^ of x exists 
such that M{x') is nonempty for all x' G N and the set 
J M(x ' ) (3.9) 
x'eN 
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is bounded. Then the following two statements are valid. 
(a) The function g is directionally differentiable at x and 
g'{x\ d) = sup yYd 
yeM{x) 
(b) If M(x) reduces to a singleton, say M[x) = then g is Gateaux 
differentiable at x and 
Vg{x) = VJ{x,y{x)) 
Proof (Proof of (a)) Let d e R^ he given and suppose that t > 0 is small enough 
so that X -\-td e N ioi every t e (0,f ]. By the definition of 仏 we have for every 
y e M(x), 
g{x + td) - g{x) > f{x + td, y) - f(x, y) 
Dividing both sides with t and letting 亡—0 yield for every y G M{x), 
U m i n f " ( … " 广 " � > liminf 彻 + 风 ? 凡 ( • ) ) = 
no t uo t 
Thus we obtain 
^ sup VJ{x,yfd (3.10) 
训 t yeM{x) 
On the other hand, for every yt G M{x + td) we have 
g{x + td) - g(x) < f{x + td, yt) - f{x, yt) 
Using the mean-value theorem we deduce that there exists a ^ G {x,x + td) such 
that 
fix + td, yt) - /(x, yt) = tVJ{-Xt, ytfd 
This implies that for any yt G M(x + td) 
g(工+ td)-g(x) ^ = •工你,ytfd (3.11) 
i/ i 
By the boimdedness of (3.9), for every sequence 仏 } of positive numbers converg-
ing to zero, if {y^} is any sequence of vectors such that y^ G M^x + t^d) for every 
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k, then {y^} is bounded and hence has a convergent subsequence. By passing to 
the subsequence if necessary, let denote the limit point of {yk}- Since g{-) is 
a lower semi-continuous function and yk G M{x + tkd), for every y e S we have 
that 
g{x) < lim inf g(x + tkd) = lim inf f{x + tkd, yk) = f{x, y°°) < g{x) 
k~*oo fc 一 oo 
where the last equality holds since f{x,y) is continuous on x S. This forces 
that 
That is to say, e M{x). Consequently, it follows from (3.11) and the continuity 
of y) on i?" x 5 , we obtain 
sup VJix,yfd (3.12) 
tiO t y£M{x) 
Combining (3.10) and (3.12)，part (a) follows immediately. 
(Proof of (b)) Suppose M{x) reduces to a singleton y(a;), then from part (a), g 
is directionally differentiable at x and 
g'{x] d) = y{x)fd for all d e FT 
Hence g{x) is Gateaux differentiable at x and 
• " �= V:JOr’y⑷） 
Therefore part (b) follows. • 
Theorem 3.2 ([23]) Let S C BJ" be a closed convex set and F \ ^ W he 
continuously differentiable on FT. Let c be a positive scalar. Then Oc(x) is also 
continuously differentiable on R孔 and 
W c � =J F { x f { x — Vcix)) + F(x) - c{x — 2/c(x)) 
where JF{x) is the Jacobi matrix of F at the point x and y^x) is defined as (3.5). 
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Proof. Note that 
Ocix) = sup ipcix.y), 
yes 
where il)c{x,y) is defined as (3.6). From part (a) of Theorem 3.1 we know that 
M{x) = {yc(a：)} 
where M(x) = {y e S : 9c[x) = ipdx.y)}. Thus Lemma 3.1 implies that Oc{x) is 
Gateaux differentiable on and V9c(x) = V t h e gradient of the 
function ipd'^ydx)) at x. Thus it follows from Theorem 2.3 (e) that 
V^e(x) = (x - yc{x)) - - } 
=JFix)^{x - Vcix)) + F{x) — c{x - yc{x)) 
Hence, if F{x) is continuously differentiable, then the above inequality implies 
that V6c{x) is continuous since yc{x) is continuous by (3.5). Therefore the con-
clusion of this theorem follows. • 
Using the regularized gap function, we define the following constrained mini-
mization problem, called the regularized gap program: 
min 9c{x) subject to x e S 
From the part (c) of Theorem 3.1’ we know that the global minimizer of this pro-
gram with zero objective values solves the corresponding VI{F, S). Nevertheless, 
for practical computation consideration, a unconstrained minimization reformu-
lation will be much more preferable. Hence a question arises as to whether there 
is an equivalent unconstrained minimization formulation of the VI{F, S). In-
terestingly, the question has an affirmative answer. Indeed, a family of such 
unconstrained merit functions is given by the following definition. 
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3.2 D-gap function 
Definition 3.3 Let F : R^ ^ R^ be a given continuous mapping and S a closed 
convex set in R\ Let a and b be given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. The D-gap 
function of the VI{F, S) is defined as 
Oabix) = Oa{x) - eb(x) for all xeK" 
where D stands for the difference. 
The following two lemmas are useful for the study of the D-gap functions. 
Lemma 3.2 (Lemma 1 in [15]) Let F : R几—FT be a given continuous mapping 
and S a closed convex set in R^. Let a and b be given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. 
Then for every x e R^ it holds that 
^ I k - y6(x)f < eab�x�< ^ I k - ya(x)r (3.13) 
where ya{x) and yb{x) are defined as (3.5). 
Proof. By the definition of the D-gap function and part (a) of theorem 3.1，we 
have 
Oatix) = sup{F{xf{x - y ) - - y f } - sup{F{xf{x - y) - hx - yW'} 
yes 2 y£S ^ 
= s u p { F { x n x - y ) - - yf}-[尸⑷了 (x - y,(x)) — hx — y.^f] 
yes 2 ^ 
> [FOr广- yt{x)) - - y^Wf] - [F{xf{x 一 y,{x))—臺||x - 2/5(0：)f] 
= - yb{x)f 
Similarly we have 
yes 丄 yes 丄 
= F { x f [ x — ya[x)) ya{x)r - snp{F{xf{x - y) - hx - yW'} 
I yes 乙 
< — - - 一 [F(a;)了(rr — - - yaWf] 
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Therefore (3.13) follows. 0 
Lemma 3.3 (Lemma 2 in [15]) Let F : Rn -+ Rn be a given continuous mapping 
and S a closed convex set in Rn. Let a and b be given scalars satisfying b > a > O. 
Then for every x E R,n it holds that 
where Ya(x) and Yb(X) are defined as (3.5). 
Proof. From the definition of Bab(x), we have 
= F(xf(x ~ Ya(x)) - F(xf(x - Yb(X)) - ~llx - Ya(x)112 + ~llx - Yb(X) 112 
= b; allx _ Yb(X) 112 + ~(lIx - Yb(X) 112 -lIx - Ya(x)112) 
+F(x)T[(x - Ya(X)) - (x - Yb(X))] 
= b; a Ilx _ Yb(X) 112 _ ~1I(x _ Yb(X)) - (x - Ya(X)) 112 
+[F(x) - a(x - Yb(X))]T[(X - Ya(X)) - (x - Yb(X))] 
b(b-a) 2 (b-a)2 2 a 2 
2a Ilx-Yb(X)11 - 2a Ilx-Yb(X)11 -2 1IYb(x)-Ya(x)11 = 
+F(X)T[Yb(X) - Ya(X)] - a(x - Yb(X))T[Yb(X) - Ya(X)] 
= b(b - a) IIx _ Yb(x)11 2 _ ::IIYb(X) _ Ya(X) + b - a (x - Yb(x))11 2 
2a 2 a 
+[F(x) - b(x - Yb(X))]T[Yb(X) - Ya(x)] 
Using part (b) of Theorem 2.3 and definition of Yb(X) we know that 
[F(x) - b(x - Yb(X))]T[Yb(X) - Ya(x)] 
= b[x - ~F(x) - Prs(x - ~F(x))]T[Ya(X) - Prs(x - ~bF(X))] 
b b 
< 0 (3.15) 
Therefore we obtain 
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On the other hand we have 
0M = n^Vi^ — ya{x)) - F(xf{x - y,{x}) - - ya{x)r + — yt{x)r 
= y a { x ) r + - yMf - Ik - 2/aWf) 
- ijaix)) - { x - yb{x)), 
=—^W^ - "a � " 2 + ^Wix - Vbix)) - { x - ya(x))f 
+ [F(:r) — b{x - yaix))f[{x - ya{x)) - (re - yb{x)), 
= 工 - ？ / “ 工 ) l | 2 + 会 — 遍 - ( x - ya(x))f 
+F(xf(yb(x) - tja(x)) - [b{x - ya(x))flyb{x) 一 ya{x), 
= - �r+会to�-ya(工)-宁(工-綱r 
+ [F(:r) - a{x — ya{x))f[yb{x) - ija{x) 
Using part (b) of Theorem 2.3 and definition of ya{x) we know that 
F{x) - a{x — (工）—"a(工)] 
=-a[x - ^F(x) - Prs(x — -F{x))f[yb(x) - Prs{x - -F(x))] 
a a a 
> 0 
Therefore we obtain 
This completes the proof. • 
The following theorem shows that the D-gap function is indeed an uncon-
strained reformulation of the V / ( F , S) 
Theorem 3.3 ([16]) Let F : R^ R^ be a given continuous mapping and S a 
closed convex set in RJ\ Let a and b be given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. Then 
the D-gap function 9ab{x) is continuous and 
(a) Oabix) > 0 for all a: G i?". 
(b) [^ ab(x) = 0] 分 ： r belongs to the solution set of VI{F, S) 分 [x = 
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VaM = yb{x) 
(c) Furthermore, if F is continuously dijjerentiable on BP', then so is the D-gap 
function dah{^) and 
^Oab{x) = JF{xf{yb(x) - ya(x)) + a{ya{x) - x) - b(yb{x) - x) 
Proof. Prom theorem 3.1, for any positive scalar c, 9c{x) is continuous. Hence 
9ab(x) = Oa(x) — 9b{x) is also a continuous function. 
(Proof of (a)) Using lemma 3.2 we know that for any x e R^ 
O a b { x ) > ^ - ^ \ \ x - y , { x ) \ \ ' > 0 (3.16) 
Thus part (a) follows. 
(Proof of (b)) ([^ a6(a：) = 0] ^ a; solves VI{F,S)) Suppose Oabix) = 0 then by 
(3.16) and (3.5) we must have 
:r = ijb{x) 
It follows that X is a solution of VI{F, S) by part (c) of Theorem 3.1. 
{x solves VI{F, S) [x = ya{x) = ？/“工)])Suppose that x solves VI{F,S), the 
conclusion in part (c) of theorem 3.1 gives that for any positive constant c 
X = yc{x) 
Thus we have 
工= y a { x ) = yb{x) 
([x = ya(x) = yb{x)] = 0]) Suppose that x = ija(x) = yb{x) then the 
part (c) of theorem 3.1 again yields that 
Oa{x) = Obix) = 0 
Thus we obtain 
eab{x) = Oaix) — Obix) = 0. 
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(Proof of (c)) From theorem 3.2，Oa{x) and 9b{x) are both continuously differ-
entiable functions if F{x) is assumed to be continuously differentiable. Hence 
Oab{x) = Oa(x) — 9b{x) is also continuously differentiable and 
•M^O = ⑷-•外Or) 
={F{x) + JF{xf[x - ya[x) - a{x — 2/a(x))]} 
-{F{x) + - yb{x) - b{x - ^5(0;))]} 
=JF{x)'^[yk{x) - ya{x)] + a{ya{x) - x) - b(yb{x) - x) 
Therefore the conclusion of this theorem follows. • 
Having established that 6ab is an unconstrained merit function for the corre-
sponding VI{F^ 5), we proceed to investigate the question of what is the rela-
tionship between the unconstrained stationary point of 9ab and the solution of the 
VI{F, S). In order to do so, we first give the definition of the stationary points 
and introduce some new notations. 
Definition 3.4 XQ G i?" is said to be a unconstrained stationary point of a con-
tinuously differentiable function f{x) if and only if 
• / ( 工 0 ) = 0 
The notation (_F(:c))�denotes the polar of the singleton { F ( x ) } , i.e. 
(F(x)r = <0} 
For a vector x G 5, we write 
= (Ts(y糊 n (-TsiVaix))) 
and 
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Since S is always assumed to be closed and convex, Tab(工,S) is a closed convex 
cone and the following statements hold: 
ya{x)-ytix)eTab{x,S) (3.17) 
Moreover, Tab{x, F, S) is also a closed convex cone. 
Making use of the new cone Tab{x, F, S) we just introduced, we summarize the 
connection between the stationary points of the D-gap function and the solution 
of the corresponding VI(F, S) in the next two theorems. 
Theorem 3.4 ([16j) Let F : R^ R^ be continuous differentiable and S be a 
closed convex subset of i?" . Let a and b are given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. 
Suppose X is a solution of the VI(F, S), then x is an unconstrained stationary 
point of the D-gap function Oab{x). 
Proof. Since x is a solution of the VI{F, 5 ) , then from part (c) of theorem 3.1 
we know that 
x = yb(x) = ija[x) 
Thus it follows from part (c) of theorem 3.3 we obtain 
•"a6W = JF{xf{yt{x) - ya{x)) + a{ya{x) - x) - b(yt{x) - x) = 0 
This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 3.5 (Theorem 10.2.5 of [6]) Let F \ R" ^ BJ" he continuous differ-
entiable and S be a dosed convex subset of Let a and b are given scalars 
satisfying b > a > 0. Supposed x is an unconstrained stationary point of 9ab{x) 
on Rn. The following three statements are equivalent, 
(a) X solves VI{F,S). 
(h) Tab{x, F, S) is contained in {F{x)y fl (-F(a;))°. 
(c) The implication below holds: 
JFixfdeTat{x,F,Sy j 
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Proof. ((b) (c)) Suppose Tab(x, F, S) is contained in (F(;r))° n (-^ (a:))。， 
then for any d G Tab{x,F,S), d G {F{x)Y n ( - F ( x ) ) � . That is to say 
(fF(x) = 0 
Thus part (c) follows. 
((c) (a)) By (3.5) and part (b) of theorem 2.3 we have 
{z - ya{x)f[F{x) + a{ya{x) - a;)] > 0 for all z e S (3.19) 
Substituting z = yb{x), we obtain 
{ytix) 一 ya{x)r[F{x) + a{ya{x) - a;)] > 0 (3.20) 
Similarly, we have 
{z - yb{x)f[F{x) + b(yb(x) - x)] > 0 for all z e S (3.21) 
Substituting z = ya(x), we obtain 
(ya{x) - yb(x)flF{x) + b{yb{x) - x)] > 0 (3.22) 
Adding the two inequalities (3.20) and (3.22)，we deduce 
d{xf lb(yb{x) - x ) - a(ya{x) - a:)] > 0 
where d{x)三仏(a:) — yb{x) belongs to Tab{x, S) by (3.17). We claim that d(x) G 
From (3.22) and (3.20) we have 
0 < -d{xf[F{x) + a{ya{x) - x) 
=-d{xflF{x) + a{ya{x) - yb{x)) + a{yb{x) 一 x) 
=-d{x)'^[F(x) + ad{x) + ^b{yb{x) - x) 
< -d{xfF{x) + j{-d{x)flb(y,{x) — x)] 
0 
< -(1 - l)d{xfF{x) 
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Thus the claim holds because 6 > a > 0. Consequently, d{x) G Tab{x, S) A 
( i ^ ( : r ) ) �= Tab{x,F,S). Furthermore, (3.19) and (3.21) give that 
F{x) + a(ya(x) - x) e -Ns{ya{x)) = — ⑷ ) 。 （3.23) 
and 
F{x) + b{y,{x) - x ) e -Ns{yb(x)) = -TsMx)y. (3.24) 
By subtracting the former expression from the latter expression, we deduce 
b{yb{x) - x ) - a{ya{x) - x) e Ts(ya靴-Ts(y柳。 
It is easy to see that 
Ts{ya{x)r - Ts{yb{x)r C - T A T I X ^ S Y C - T A , { X , F , S R 
Thus 
Kvtix) - x ) - aivaix) -X)e -Tabix, F, sy (3.25) 
On the other hand since re is a unconstrained stationary point of 9at, then part 
(c) of theorem 3.3 implies that 
JFix^Mx) - ya{x)) + aivaix) - x) - b{yt(x) - x) = = 0 (3.26) 
by (3.25) this implies that 
JF{xfd{x) = JF{xf{y,{x)-ya{x)) = -[aiya{x)-x)-b{yb{x)-x)] e Ta,{x,F,Sy 
Therefore it holds that 
d{x) e Tab{x,F,S) and JF{x)'^d{x) e F，5")� 
Hence the assumption in part (c) yields 
d{xfF{x) = 0 (3.27) 
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From (3.20) and (3.27) we have 
0 < -(2/6(2：) - ya{x)f[F{x) + a(ya{x) - x)] 
a 
=--d(xfF(x) - d(xf{ya(x) - x) 
a 
=-d{x)'^{ya(x) - x) 
Similarly by (3.22) and (3.27) we get 
0 < - yi,ix)flF{x) + bivkix) - a:)] 
0 
=d{x)'^{ijb{x) - x) 
Adding the two inequalities, we obtain 
0 < d{xf(yb(x) — ya(x)) = -HytW - y a W f 
Thus we must have ya{x) = yb{x). This relation together with (3.26) gives that 
(a - b){i;a{x) -x) = {a- b){ijb{x) - x) = 0 
Noting that 6 > a we have 
X = Vaix) 二 
Therefore part (b) of theorem 3.3 implies that x solves the VI(F,S). This com-
pletes the proof, ((a) (b)) If x solves VI{F,S), then theorem part (b) of 3.3 
implies that x = ya{x) = yb{x). Therefore 
Tab{x,F,S) = Tat(x,S)niF(x)r 
={TsiVbix))} n {-Ts{ya(x))) n 剛 ) 。 
= i T s i x ) ) n ( -Ts (x) ) n {F{x)y. (3.28) 
On the other hand, from (3.23) and the fact that x = ya{x), we obtain 
F{x) = F{x) + a(ya{x) - x) e -Mydx)�= -Ns{x) 
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Taking polar operation on both side of the above expression, it follows that 
- T S I X ) C ( F ( X ) R 
This together with (3.28) implies that 
F, S) = (Ts(x)} n (-Ts(x)) n (F(x)r ^ iTs(x)) n (-Tsix)) 
In view of (3.28), this forces that 
Tab(x, F, S) = (Ts{x)) n i-Ts(x)) (3.29) 
Choose any element a G Tab{x, F, 5 ) , it follows from (3.29) that • 
<y e Tab{x, F, S) and a G -Tab{x, F, S) 
This relation together with (3.28) gives that 
A G and - a e (厂⑷)。 
This implies that 
ae{F(x)rn(-Fix))y 
Finally, since a is an arbitrary element of Tab{x, F, 5) , we obtain that 
Ta,{x,F,S)C{F{x)rn{-F(x))y 
Therefore part (b) follows. • 
In what follows, we derive an important special case of theorem 3.5 under the 
assumption of some monotonicity of F{x). First we give the formal definition of 
various copositivity concepts. 
Definition 3.5 Let C be a cone in R\ a matrix M e R似竹 is said to be 
(a) copositive on C if 
x^Mx > 0 for all xeC 
(h) strictly copositive on C if 
x^Mx > 0 for all x G C\{0} 
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Corollary 3.1 Let F : Rn — BP be continuous differentiable and S be a dosed 
convex subset of Let a and b are given scalars satisfying b > a> 0. Supposed 
X is an unconstrained stationary point of 6ah on Then x is a solution of the 
VI(F, S) if any one of the following statements holds. 
(a) JF{x) is strictly copositive on Tab{x, F, S). 
(b) F(x) is strongly monotone on 
Proof. Let 
deTab{x,F,S) and JF^xfd eTab(x,F,S)\ 
it follows that 
(fjF{x)d < 0 (3.30) 
On the other hand, the assumption that JF{x) is strictly copositive on Tab(x, F, S) 
implies that 
(fjF(x)d > 0 for all d G TJ^oc, F, 5')\{0} (3.31) 
This relation together with (3.30) gives that 
This implies that 
CFF{X) = 0. 
Therefore the condition in part (c) of theorem 3.5 is satisfied which in turn implies 
that X is a solution of VI{F, S). 
((b) [x solves VI(F, 5)]) Suppose F is locally Lipschitz and strongly monotone 
on FL\ It follows from part (c) of Theorem 2.12 that there exists a constant c ' � 0 
such that 
d^JF{x)d>c'\\df for all d e K" 
In particular, (3.31) holds. Hence a similar argument as the proof of part (a) can 
be applied to show that x solves S). • 
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From theorem 3.5 we know that if the function F(x) is continuously differentiable, 
a unconstrained stationary points of the gap function Oab becomes a solution of 
VI(F,S) under some suitable conditions. However, nonsmooth functions occur 
in the real world frequently. An important class of nonsmooth function is the 
locally Lipschitz functions. Hence a natural question is that can we extend the 
corresponding results to the locally Lipschitz setting? In what follows, we are 
going to look for the situation that F(x) is only assumed to be locally Lipschitz. 
In order to answer this question, we first give the definition of the generalized 
unconstrained stationary points for a locally Lipschitz function f(x). 
Definition 3.6 XQ G BP is called a generalized unconstrained stationary point of 
a locally Lipschitz function f{x) if and only if 
0 G D'^FIXO) 
where the superscript c signifies the Clarke subdifferential. 
Lemma 3.4 Let G : R^ x R^ ^ R be continuously differentiable, let As : ^ 
Rs be Lipschitz continuous and At : IT —> Rt be continuously differentiable, 
A = {As, At). Then 
d''G{A{x)) = + VAt{x)WtG{A{x)) 
Proof. First, using theorem 2.6.6 of [2] we have 
d'G(A{x)) = d'A{xf\/G(A{x)) 
Noting that DA = DA^ . Then we get 
d^A{x) = { lim • • � } 
XieDA,Xi-*x 
= { lim VA(xi)} 
XieDAs,Xi'^X 
二 { lim (•九(a;i) ’V/M 而 ) ) } 





Therefore we obtain 
d^'GiAix)) = d'^AixfVGiAix)) 
={d^Mx),VAt{x)fVGiAix)) 
=d'As(xfVsG(Aix)) + VAt(xfVtG{Aix)) 
This completes the proof. • 
Lemma 3.5 Let F : FT — FT be locally Lipschitz continuous on Let c be a 
positive scalar. Then for all x G R" 
� =d ' F ( x f ( x - y,(x)) — c(x - ydx)) + F(x) 
P r o o f . Firstly, we note that by (3.4) 
0c(x) = Fixfix - ijcix)) - ^ I k - yc{x)f 
Since F(x) is locally Lipschitz continuous and ydx) = x - Prs{x - ^F(x)) is 
locally Lipschitz, we know that 9c{x) is also locally Lipschitz continuous. Thus 
it follows that d'^Odx) is a nonempty convex compact set in RJ". From (3.4) and 
(3.5) we know that 
=Fixfix - Prs(工--F{x))) - - Prsix — iF(x))f 
c ^ c 
=(2c)-i||F(:r)||2 - {(2c)-i||F(:r)||2 - - Prs{x - -F(x))] c 
+•11工-尸r办— i f � )f } 
二 (2c)-^||F(a;)f - - -F(x)) — Prs(工— 
z c c 
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Defining that 
and 
Gc(u,v) = -ca(v- -u, S) 
We can see that 
e,[x) = G,[F{x),x) 
From part (d) of theorem 2.3, a(a;, S) is continuously differentiable with respect 
to X and 
Va(a;, = ‘T - Prs[x) 
Hence G �… ’ v) is continuously differentiable with respect to u and v and 
•Gc(u, v) = ((?; — Prs{v - -u)), {-cv + w + c Prsiv - - u ) ) ) 
c c 
It follows from lemma 3.4 that 
=d'F{x)'^duGc{F(x),x) + d,Gc{F{x),x) 
=d'F{xf{x — Prs(:€ - -F{x))) + (-CX + F{x) + c Prs{x - -F{x))) 
c c 
=d'F(xY{x - ydx)) + c{-x + -F{x) + ydx)) 
c 
Therefore the conclusion of this theorem follows. • 
Analogously, we derive the Clarke subdifferential of the D-gap function in the 
next lemma. 
Lemma 3.6 Let F : R"^ ^ / T be locally Lipschitz continuous on i?". Let a and 
b be positive scalars satisfying b > a > 0. Then for all x E R^ 
�=d'F(xf(yh(x) - ya(x)) + a(ya(x) - x) - b(y,{x) — x) 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5，we define the function 
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and 
1 1 . 1 1 
Gab(u, v) = — - a a ( v - -u, S) - — - { - b a { v - -u, S) 
2a a lb o 
Then we obtain 
Oab(x) = Gab(F{x),x) 
Using part (d) of Theorem 2.3 again, we obtain that Gah{u, v) is continuously 
differentiable with respect to u and v and 
\/Gab{u, v) = ((Prs(v-“_Prs(v�u)), ((b-a)v+a Prs(v--u)-b 
0 a a 0 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
d'Oabix) = d''Gab{F{x),x) 
=d'F(xfduGab{F{x), x) + d,Gab{F(x),x) 
=d'^FixYlPrsix - If(X)) — Prs{x - -F(x))] 
T) CB 
+{b -a)x-^a Prs(x - ^厂⑷)-b Prs(^:c — ^ 厂⑷) 
=d'F(xf(yb(x) - j/a(x)) + a(yaM - x) - b{yb{x) - x) 
Therefore the conclusion of this theorem follows. • 
Based on the lemma 3.6, we now extend theorem 3.4 and 3.5 to the case that 
F{x) is only assumed to be locally Lipschitz on R^. 
Theorem 3.6 Let F : BP R^ he locally Lipschitz continuous and S be a closed 
convex subset of R\ Let a and b are given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. Suppose 
X is a solution of the VI(F, S), then x is an generalized unconstrained stationary 
point of the D-gap function 6ab{x). 
Proof. Suppose x is a solution of the VI{F, S), then from part (b) of theorem 
3.3 we know that 
X = Vaix) = Vbioc) 
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This relation together with lemma 3.6 give that 
= d'^Fixfiy.ix) — ya(x)) + a(ya(x) - x) - h{y,{x) - x) = {0} 
This implies that x is a generalized unconstrained stationary point of Oah{x). • 
Theorem 3.7 Let F : FT — FT be locally Lipschitz continuous and S be a closed 
convex subset of FT. Let a and b are given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. Supposed 
X is an generalized unconstrained stationary point of 9ab(x) on The following 
three statements are equivalent. 
(a) X solves VI{F,S). 
(b) Tab{x, F, S) is contained in (F(:c))�D (-F{x)Y. 
(c) The implication below holds: 
、 
d ^ Tabix, F, S) rr.,, , 
ab�，，7 ^ (fF(x) = 0 (3.32) 
V V G V^d G Tabix, F, Sr J 
Proof. Firstly, we show ((c) (a)). Similarly to the proof of theorem 3.5 we 
can show that 
dix) := Vaix) - yt{x) e Tab(x, F, S) (3.33) 
and 
- x ) - a{ya(x) - x) e F, S)� (3.34) 
On the other hand, since x is a generalized unconstrained stationary point of 
Oab{x) on R^, we have 
0 e e^x) = d'F{xf{yb{x) - Vaix)) + a{ya{x) - x) - b{yb{x) - x) 
Thus there exists an element V G d^F[x) such that 
. 0 = V'^{yb{x) - ya{x)) + a{ya{x) - x) - b{yb{x) - x) 
It follows from (3.34) that 
V^dix) = V^ivaix) - yt{x)) = -lb{yt{x) - x) - a{ya{x) - X)] G F, S)。 
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Therefore by (3.32) we obtain 
d{x)'^F{x) = 0 
Hence a similar argument as theorem 3.5 can be applied and the conclusion 
follows. Next observed that the proof of ( ( a )玲 ( b ) ) and that of ((b) (c)) are 
exactly the same as theorem 3.5, hence we omit their proof. • 
Lemma 3.7 (Proposition 2.3 of [12]) Let D be an open convex set. Let F : D C 
Rn —> Rn be locally Lipschitz. Then F is strongly monotone with modulus ji on 
D if and only if for all V G d^F(x) 
cfVd > fi\\df for all d e BJ" 
Corollary 3.2 Let F : R^ ^ R^ be locally Lipschitz continuous and S be a 
closed convex subset of R^. Let a and b are given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. 
Supposed X is a generalized unconstrained stationary point of Gab on Then x 
is a solution of the VI{F, S) if any one of the following statements holds, 
(a) For any V G d^F{x), V is strictly copositive on Tab[x, F, S). 
(h) F{x) is strongly monotone on 
Proof, ((a) [x solves VI(F,S)]) Let 
d e Tab{x, F, S) and V'^d e Tabix, F, S}° 
It follows that 
d^Vd < 0 (3.35) 
On the other hand, the assumption that V is strictly copositive on Tab{x,F,S) 
implies that 
(fVd > 0 for all d e Tab{x, F, 5)\{0} and for all V e d''F{x) (3.36) 
This relation together with (3.35) gives that 
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This implies that 
(fF{x) = 0. 
Therefore the condition in part (c) of theorem 3.7 is satisfied which in turn implies 
that x is a solution of VI(F, S). 
((b) => [x solves VI{F, 5)]) Suppose F is locally Lipschitz and strongly monotone 
on Rn. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that there exists a constant c ' � 0 such that 
(fVd > c'\\df for all d e R"" and for all V e &尸(re). 
In particular, (3.36) holds. Hence a similar argument as the proof of part (a) can 
be applied to show that x solves VI{F, S). • 
3.3 Generalized Regularize gap function and Gen-
eralized D-gap function 
In this section, in order to give more merit functions, we will generalize the 
regularize-gap function and D-gap function which we introduced in the previous 
two sections. 
Definition 3.7 Let the VI{F, S) be given and c be a arbitrary positive constant. 
The generalized regularized gap function of the VI{F, S) is defined as 
= s u p { F ( x f ( x - y ) - c ifix, y)} for all x e IT (3.37) 
yes 
where ip{x, y) : i?" x —R^ has the following properties: 
PI: It is continuously differentiable on BP x R^ 
P2: It is nonnegative on R^ x i?" 
P3: •) is strongly convex uniformly in x i.e. there exists a positive real 
number A such that for all x e K^ 
fix^yi) — > Vyifi{x,y2)'^{i/i - yi) + (^Wvi 一 ？/2f for all yi,y2 ^ iT 
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P4: (p{x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y. 
P5: Vy(/?(x, •) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on FT with modulus K, i.e. there 
exists a positive real number n such that for all x £ R^ 
- Vy(/?(rc,2/2)|| < -2/2II for all yi,y2 G iT 
P 6 For any x,y e = -Vy(p{x,ij). 
It is clear that the following possible forms for (p{x,y) satisfy properties P1-P6: 
(a) y) 二 (a: —y), where Ui : R^ R^ is a nonnegative, twice continuously 
differentiable, strongly convex function satisfying "i(0) = 0. 
In particular, if we choose y) = - (which is a special case of (a) 
by letting �=|||,||2)，the generalized regularized gap function reduce to the 
original regularized gap function. Similar to the definition of the D-gap function, 
we can define the following generalized D-gap function. 
Definition 3.8 Let F : R^ R^ be a given continuous mapping and S a closed 
convex set in Let a and b be given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. The 
generalized D-gap function of the VI{F, S) is defined as 
= for all X e R几 
The following lemmas will be used in the subsequent discussion. 
Lemma 3.8 (Lemma 2.1 of [22]) Let (p{x,y) satisfy •property P1-P6. Then we 
have 
工,y) = 0 ^ Vy(/?(a;, y) = 0 ^ x = y. 
Proof. Firstly, from property (P6), the equivalence of = 0 and 
Vyip{x,y) = 0 is obvious. Next, suppose that \/y^p{x,y) — 0 then property 
(P3) and (P4) imply that 
lOr, y) = x) — ifipc�y) > Vyip{x, yf{x - y) + - yf = (5\\x -
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This implies that 
ip{x,y)<-(3\\x-y\\^ <0 
Thus property (P2) and (P4) force that x = y. Conversely, suppose that x = y, 
it follows from property (P4) that 
咖,y) = 0 
Prom property (P2), this yields that y is the global minimizer of (^(x, •). Therefore 
we have Vy(/?(a;, j/) = 0 by the well-known Fermat rule of the smooth function. • 
Lemma 3.9 (Lemma 2.1 of [11]) For any x^y E S we have 
P\\x — 2/f < ifiix^y) <(«：- m ^ - y f (3.38) 
Proof. From property (P2), (P3) and Lemma 3.8 we know that 
^{x, y) = ^{x, y) - if[x, x) > x)^{y-x)-\- P\\y - x\\'= (3\\y - xf (3.39) 
On the other hand, using property (P2) and (P5) we have 
—咖,y) = -
=VyV?(a;, y) - S/y'^ix, x)f{x — y) + P\\x — yf 
> -nWx-yf + PWx-yr 
=-(卜離1丨丨2 
Therefore (3.38) holds. • 
The following Theorem have been mentioned in [24] without giving the detailed 
proof. For completeness, we give the formal proof here. 
Theorem 3.8 Let S C R几 be a closed convex set and F BJ^ 一 FT be continu-
ous. Let c be a "positive scalar. Then the following statements are valid. 
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(a) For every x G BP，there exists a unique vector, denoted by in S such 
that the supremum in equation (3.37) is attained, i.e. 
= F{x)^{x — � ) - (3.40) 
(h) is nonnegative on S and continuous on R^ 
(c) If F is continuously differentiable, then 9c{x) is also continuously differen-
tiable on R^ and 
� =F { x ) + JF{xf[x — y^ix)] - cVM^.⑷） 
where JF{x) is the Jacobi matrix of F at the point x, is defined as in 
part (a) of this theorem, and denotes the partial derivative of the 
function Vci^)) at x. 
(d) le^{x)=0, xeS] ^ [a: = y^(x)] ^ x is a solution of VI(F,S). 
Proof. (Proof of (a)) Consider the following programming (PG) for any fixed x, 
(^where 二 -F(X�T�:C - y) + c (3.41) 
yes 
Define the solution set of this programming as following 
H{x) = argmmlip^ix.y)}. 
yeS 
It is sufficient to show that the solution set H{x) is nonempty and consists one 
and only one element. Firstly, it is clear that the objective function •) is 
continuous and convex. Moreover we also have for any fixed x: 
lim inf V^ G(工’ y) = lim inf -F{xf{x - y) + c ip{x, y) = oo (3.42) 
llylHoo llyll—oo 
Indeed, from property (P2), (P3) and Lemma 3.8 we know that 
咖 y)=咖 y)-咖 x) > Vyif(x, xY[y-x)-^l3\\y-x\\^ = (5\\y — x f (3.43) 
Thus (3.42) holds immediately. Using (3.42) we obtain that for any e > 0 
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Se := {y ^  S : ijj^ix, y) < e} is a compact subset of S 
Note that 
H{x) = arg mm{—ijj^{x,y)} = arg y)}, 
y&s yeSt 
therefore H(x) is not empty since the continuous function .) always attains 
a minimum on the compact subset S^. Next we show that H[x) contains at most 
one element. Suppose not, then there exist two distinct elements yi,y2 G H(x). 
Since both yi and y) minimize the function •) for a fixed x, it must have 
that 
i^G�工,yi)=妒{x,y2) 
This together with the fact that the function .) is uniformly strongly convex 
we have 
0 =作,yi)-作,y2) 
= - F { x f { x - yi) + c ^{x.xji)] - [-F(xf{x - 1/2) + c 
=F { x Y { ] i x - y2) + c[ip{x, yi) 一 咖,2/2): 
> F{x)'^{yi - y2) + c[Vyip(x, ^ 2 ) ^ ( 2 / 1 — 2/2) + ^Wvi — y2f] 
=[F{x) + - y^) + P\\yi - ？/2f. (3.44) 
On the other hand, since y2 minimizes the convex function .) on S, the first 
order optimality condition implies that for any y E S 
Substituting y = y^ we get 
lF{x) + Vyip{x,y2)r{yi - y2) > 0 
This relation together with (3.44) gives that 
P\\yi-y2\\'<o 
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This forces that yi 二 y2 since (3 > 0. This contradicts to our chosen of y�and y2. 
Hence the solution set H{x) is a singleton. Thus the uniqueness element in H{x) 
is what required for in part (c). 
(Proof of (b)) For any x G 5 
= sup{F(xf(x - y ) - c ip{x, y)} > F{x)'^{x - x) - c (p(x, x) = 0 
yes 
Thus 0^{x) is nonnegative on S. Next we show the continuity of on FT. In 
view of (3.40), it suffices to show the continuity of YRX) on RJ\ For any XQ G R^, 
let {xn} be a sequence such that Xn —Xq. From part (a), is the minimizer 
of the function •) that is, for any y E S we have 
(3.45) 
Using (3.43) we know that 
> P\\Xn - l£ {Xn) f (3.46) 
Combining (3.45),(3.46) and the well-known Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 
= - F { X n ) ' ^ { X n - VciXn)) + C ^{Xn, VcM) 
> - y?{Xn))\\ + P\\Xn — y?{Xn)\\'. (3.47) 
Since F{x) is continuous and (p{x,y) is continuously differentiable, it follows that 
y) is a continuous function. Hence F{xn) and tend to F{xo) and 
ip^(xo,y) respectively as n —^  oo. Thus we must have {xn-Vci^n)} is a bounded 
sequence. Indeed, suppose this conclusion does not hold, then there exits a sub-
sequence Xnt^  of {xn} such that 
lim = + 0 0 
k—^oo 
Then we have a contradiction because if we let A: —^  oo, the right-hand side 
of (3.47) will goes to +00 while the left hand side tends to a finite number 
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ip^{xo,y). This will make contradiction. Thus, {a:„ — Vci^n)} is a bounded 
sequence. Noting that is a bounded sequence since Xn XQ. Therefore, 
{Vcixn)} is also a bounded sequence. Since every bounded sequence contains a 
convergent subsequence, to show the continuity of y^ix) at xq, it is sufficient to 
show that for any convergent subsequence of we must have 
lim = V a M 
K—*00 
Let z = limfc—(工nj € S. Since ^(x, y) is continuous differentiable and 
Vci'^nk) is the unique minimizer of •) we have 




= — l i m inf F i X n ^ i X n , — y �n j ) — CCp{Xn„yc(Xnk)) k—*oo 
=F{xo)'^{xo - z ) - Cip{Xo, z)=-妒[Xo, z) 
This relation and the fact that yf(Xo) is the unique minimizer of •) on S 
imply that 
-^""(xo^y^ixo)) < -妒(^oco,z�< 
This forces that z — y f (.tq) which is exactly what we need. Hence part (b) 
follows. 
(Proof of (c)) If F is continuously differentiable, it follows from Lemma 3.1, we 
obtain that 吃 ⑷ is differentiable and 
= = F{x) + JF{xf[x - y^{x)] — cVM^.V^i^)) 
From part (a) of this theorem, y^ix) is continuous. Consequently, is also 
continuous since both F[x) and (p[:c, y) are continuously differentiable functions. 
(Proof of (d)) x e S] [x = y^(.T)]). Since ip{x, •) is uniformly 
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strongly convex we have 
'ip^ix, x) 一 y^{x)) = [-F{xf{x -x) + c ip{x, x) 
-[-F[XY[X - y^{x)) + c 
=F{xf{x - y^(x)) + x) - ^{x, y^{x))] 
— f � ||2] 
= [ i ^ � +c v M ^ , ？(工))r(冗-⑷） 
(3.48) 
On the other hand, using Property P4 and (3.40) we obtain 
x) = -F{x)'^{x - x) + C (p(x, x) = 0 
and 
In view of (3.48), it follows that ‘ 
lF{x) + c\/y^{x,y^{x))r{x - y^{x)) + P\\x — < 0. (3.49) 
Moreover, since y^i^) minimizes the convex function .) on S, the first order 
optimality condition implies that for any y £ S 
[F{x) + c V # ( : r ， � ) -彻 > 0 (3.50) 
Since x e S we get 
lF(x) + cVM^, - > 0 
This together with (3.49) gives that 
^ I k - y f W f < 0 
This implies that 
x = 
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([x = Vci^)] [x solves 1//(F, 5)]) Suppose x = ？/^ (a;), then (3.50) and 
Lemma (3.8) implies that for all y G 5 
0 < y?{x))f{y-y^{x)) = lFix)+cVyipix,x)f{y-x) = F{xY(y-x) 
That is to say, x solves VI{F, S). 
([x solves VI(F,S)][吃(:r)=0, x e S]) Suppose x solves VIiF,S), then 
for ally e S 
F{xfiy -x)>0 
Using (3.40) and the fact that yf(cc) E S 
= F(xf{x - y^(x)) - cip(x,y^{x)) < -cip{x,y^{x)) < 0 
Hence 0^{x) = 0 since 6^{x) is always nonnegative. This completes the proof of 
part (c). • 
The differentiable version of the following theorem has been mentioned in Propo-
sition 3.4 of [24] (see also [21] for the detailed proof.) 
Theorem 3.9 Let S C R^ be a dosed convex set and F : R^ ^ RJ^ be locally 
Lipschitz. Let c be a positive scalar. Then is also locally Lipschitz and 
ac伪)C F{x) + d'F(xflx - y^G�]-
• 
Next we discuss the property of Generalized D-gap functions. 
Lemma 3.10 (Proposition 3.1 of [22]) Let S C R^ be a closed convex set and 
F : Rn — Rn be continuous. Let b and a be constants satisfying b > a> 0. Then 
we have 
{b — aMx, yf ⑷）< < {b - 工’ (3.51) 
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Proof.By the definition of the Generalized D-gap function and part (a) of theo-
rem 3.8, we have 
(工）= s u p { F ( a : ) ^ ( x -y)-a ip(x, y)] - siip{F{xf{x - y) — b (p(x, y)} 
yes y£S 
=snp{F{xf{x -y)-a ip{x, y)} - [F{xf(x - - b ^(x, y^(x))] 
yes 
> lF{xf{x - y^{x)) - a ip{x, y^{x))] - [F(x 广(:r — yf (x)) - b y^{x))] 
={b-a)ip{x,y^{x)) 
Similarly we have 
^abi^) = snp{F{x)'^{x -y)-a ip{x, y)} - sup{F{xf{x - y) - b ip{x, y)} 
yes yes 
= 一 y^ix)) - a ip{x, - [siiY>{F{xf{x - y) - b ifi{x, y)}] 
yes 
< - ？ � ) -a - lF(xf{x — y^ix)) — b 
Therefore (3.51) follows. • 
In the following theorem, we present some properties of the generalized D-gap 
functions, where part (a)-(c) is from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 of [22] while 
part (d) is proved by ourselves. 
Theorem 3.10 Let F : R"^ R'^ be a given continuous mapping and S a closed 
convex set in R^. Let a and b be given scalars satisfying b > a > 0. Then the 
following statement holds: 
(a) is continuous and nonnegative on R^. 
(h) = 0] X belongs to the solution set of VI{F, S) 分 [x = 
= 2/f (I幼 
(c) If F is continuously differentiable, then 没器(工)is also continuously differen-
tiable on R^. 
(d) If F is locally Lipschitz, then 9%{x) is also locally Lipschitz continuous and 
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Proof. (Proof of (a)) From theorem 3.8，for any positive scalar c, Oc{x) is contin-
uous. Hence = 0^{x) — 9^{x) is also a continuous function. On the other 
hand, from Lemma 3.10 and property P2 in definition 3.7 we know that 
0<{b-aMx,y^{x))<dZ{x) 
Thus is nonnegative. 
(Proof of (b)) ( � = 0 ] 4 [a; solves VI(F, 5)]) Suppose 吃(工）=0, then 
Lemma 3.10 implies that 
0<{b-aMx,y^{x))<eZ{x) = 0 
Hence x = y^(x) from the property P4 in definition 3.7. Therefore part (d) of 
theorem 3.8 shows that x solves VI(F, S). 
([x solves VI(F, 5)] =4> [x = = ？/f (a;)]) Suppose that x solves VI(F, S), 
it follows from part (d) of theorem 3.8 that 
^ = VaM and X = yf (x) 
Hence the conclusion follows immediately. 
([x = = y^{x)] [没S ( � = 0 ] ) This is evident from part (d) of Theorem 
3.8. 
(Proof of (c)) Suppose that F is continuously differentiable, from part (c) of 
Theorem 3.8 we have 0^{x) is continuously differentiable for any c � 0 . Hence 
没 = ^ai^) ~ ^bi^) is also continuously differentiable. 
(Proof of (d)) Suppose that F is locally Lipschitz, then from Theorem 3.9 we 
know that for any positive scalar c, is locally Lipschitz. Hence from the 
definition of 9ab{x) we know that <9器(:r) = - is also locally Lipschitz. 
From (2.2) we know that 
d'e^Jx) = conv{ lim VO^Jxi) :xi-^x,xie DQG\NO} 
i—•oo ab 
where DQG^ is the set such that 没泛(•) is differentiable and NQ is any measure 0 
set in Since 9^{x) and F{x) are locally Lipschitz, it follows from the 
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Rademacher's Theorem that they are differentiable almost every where in 
Let fta, Qb and Qp denote the sets respectively consisting of the points that these 
functions fail to be differentiable. Thus each of them is a set of R孔 of measure 0. 
Let A = R^A U R^FE U Qf, then A is also a measure 0 set in R^. Then we have 
� =c o n 7 ; { lim Ve^^ixi) : G Dea \A} 
=conv{ lim (Ve^(xi) - Ve^{xi) ) : x, G D q g ( 3 . 5 2 ) 
Denote ipc{x,y) := F{x)'^{x — y) — c ip{x, y), then from (3.40) we have 
Ocix) = sup ^ IJc{x,y) = ipc{x,y^{x)) 
yes 
Pick any Xi G DQG , C G {a, 6} and v G K", we obtain that V9'^(xi) exists and 
ab 
二 lim f fe + tv) -
no t 
= l i m M工i + tv, + - M工i, 
m t 
= i i m � u p 协i + 机y?(工i + tvT)-协⑷)  
no t 
> lim sup 她 + 力 " ’ 彻 ) — 狐 彻 ) (3.53) 
UO t 
where the last inequality holds since 
M^i + 加’ Vci^i + 亡”)）=sup 也(;r, y) > i)c{xi + tv, y^[xi)) 
yes 
On the other hand, for any Xi 车 Hp, we have VF[xi) exists. It follows that 
• • f e , 2 / ? ( ‘ T i ) ) exists and 
= VVa•’ (而)）k 
= - + F(.) - k 
- c V M ^ u V ^ M ) (3.54) 
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It follows that (v, 0)) exists and 
1 滤礼(一,偏”如” = 胁 “ y c ��) ; M ) ) 
Since v is arbitrary, this relation together with (3.53) and (3.54) gives that 
=VF(xif(xi — y^(xi)) + F(xi) - cV^^i, y^(xi)) 
This relation together with (3.52) gives that 
a c 没 s • � =c o n t ; { lim -
I—•OO 
C d^F(xY{y^{x) - yf ⑷）+ aV>(:r，xf^x)) — bVM工,"？⑷） 
where the last relation holds by the continuity of yf (.)，yf (•)，VxVK.，.) and the 
following two facts (which can be seen directly by (2.2)): 
(1) For any Xi e DQg\A, xi — a;, if V is any accumulate point of {•厂⑷}!;! 
we have that 
V C d''F(x) 
(2) d^F{y) is a nonempty closed convex set for all y G i?". 
This completes the proof. • 
Chapter 4 
Error bound results for the merit 
functions 
So far, in the preceding chapter we have construct several types of merit func-
tions for the corresponding variational inequality problems VI{F^ S). Hence it 
is desirable to construct iterative algorithms which are based on minimization of 
the merit functions to solve the VI{F, S). In order to so, it is important for us 
to understand how these merit functions are related to dist{', X) where X is the 
solution set of S) and dist{x, X) is the distance function from the point x 
to the set X. Ideally, one would like to have the situation that the points with 
smaller values for the merit functions are closer to the solution set of VI(F, S). 
Unfortunately, the following example which is borrowed from [7] illustrates that 
this is generally not true. 
Example 2: Let S be R^ := {(:ri’:c2) e R'^ ： Xi > 0,X2 > 0)}. Define 
F : _ ^ F{XI,X2) = (e^;-巧’ 0 ) �C o n s i d e r the corresponding VI{F, S) 
as (1.1). Clearly, since S = Rl, the VI{F, S) reduce to the NCP�F�that finding 
X* G B?^  such that 
= 0. 
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The solution of this VI{F, S) is SOL{F, S) := {(0:1,0:2) e R'^ : Xi = 0,X2 > 0}. 
Consider the sequence {x^ ：} with 
Xk = (fc, + 0.5 log/c) 
Then from (3.5) we know that for all k large enough 
2/“工fc) = 尸 去 / ^ ⑷ ） = + 
=(A:-“-"2，A;2 + 0.51ogA:)r 
0 
Similarly for all k large enough we have 
ya{xk) = {k - i / r 1/2，e + 0.5 log k)T a 
Hence for all k large enough the corresponding value of D-gap function at the 
point Xk can be calculated as following: 
Oabi^k) = Oa(xk) - 0b(xk) 
=F{Xkf{ybiXk) - ya(Xk)) + ^\\Xk - yb(Xk)f — ^I^A; — ya{Xk)f 
=(r"2，or((i - + h h - n ' - f I  
a b I 0 I a 
= ( H ) 〜 去 " 
二 ( 去 舍 1 
Hence we obtain 
lim 6ab{xk) = 0 
k—*oo 
On the other hand, one can show easily that 
lim dist(^Xk,SOL(J^,Sy) = oo 
fc—>00 
Therefore the fact that the smallness of the value of a merit function at a point 
does not necessarily imply that the point is closed to the solution of the problem. 
Indeed, this is a part of the reasons why we introduce the concept of error bounds. 
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In general, the theory of error bounds provides a useful aid for understanding the 
connection between the merit function and the actual distance function to the 
given set. This theory plays an important role in the study of unbounded asymp-
totic behavior and provides valuable information about the iterates obtained at 
the termination of the iterative algorithms. In this chapter, we will present some 
error bound results for the merit functions of the corresponding variational in-
equality problem VI(F, S). Firstly, we give the explicit definition of global, local 
and pointwise error bounds (cf. [5]). 
Definition 4.1 Let P be a subset of R^. A function g : P ^ R is said to provide 
an global (Lipschitz) error bound on P if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
for all X ^ P 
dist{x, X) < T max{g{x), 0} 
where X := {x ^ P : g{x) < 0} and dist(x, X) denotes the distance from x to the 
solution set X. 
Definition 4.2 Let P be a subset of R^. A function g •. P 一 R is said to provide 
an local (Lipschitz) error bound on P if there exist two constants r > 0 and e > 0 
such that for all x e A^ := {y e P : g{y) < e} 
dist{x, X) < T max{g{x), 0} 
where X := {x E P : g(x) < 0} and dist(x, X) denotes the distance from x to the 
solution set X. 
Definition 4.3 Let P be a subset of RJ\ A function g : P — R is said to provide 
an pointwise (Lipschitz) error bound nearx G P, if there exist two constants r > 0 
and £ > 0 such that for aZZ rc G P n (无;e) := {y G P : - x|| < e} 
dist{x, X) < T max{g{x), 0} 
where X := {x G P : g{x) < 0} and dist(x, X) denotes the distance from x to the 
solution set X. 
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It is worthy to note that if g{x) is a merit function of the corresponding VI{F, 5) , 
then by the definition of merit function we know that 
X = {xeP: g{x) S 0} = {rr e P : = 0} = Sol(F,S) 
where Sol{F, S) denotes the solution set of VI{F, S). 
4.1 Error bound results for Regularized gap func-
tion 
In this section, we study the error bound results for Regiilarized-gap function. 
The following result comes from Lemma 4.1 of [23]. Indeed in their originally 
proof, they require the function F to be continuously differentiable and strongly 
monotone, but we can see that their proof is also valid for the continuous and 
strongly monotone function F. 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose F : R" R^ is continuous and strongly monotone with 
modulus fi > 0 on S. Let S be a dosed convex subset of Consider the varia-
tional inequality problem VI{F, S) defined as (1.1). Let c be a positive constant 
satisfying 0 < c < 2/i. Then there exists a constant TI > 0 such that 
||x - a;*|| < 7*1 [ 没 f o r any x e S, (4.1) 
where x* is the unique solution ofVI{F, S). 
Proof. Since F is strongly monotone with modulus // on 5, we have that for any 
x£ S 
[F(a:) - F(x*)f(x - X*) > ii\\x -
Using the fact that x* is the solution of VI{F, 5), we get 
F{x*f{x -x*)>0 for all xeS 
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Adding these two inequalities, we obtain 
F(xf(x - X*} > ii\\x - rr*f for any x e S, 
From (3.4) and x* e S we obtain 
Oc{x) = s u p F O r ) 了 O r — > > ( " — • 
yes ^ 2 z 
Since c < 2//, it follows that 
< for any 30 e S, 
where ti = > 0 . Hence the desire conclusion follows immediately. • 
4.2 Error bound results for D-gap function 
In this subsection we study the error bound results for D-gap function. To es-
tablish the corresponding error bound results we first give the following lemmas 
which comes from [15]. Although the original proof of these Lemmas are stated 
for the case that F is continuously differentiable, but we can see in the following 
that they indeed hold for general continuous functions. 
Lemma 4.1 Suppose F : R". — R^ is continuous and strongly monotone with 
modulus > 0 on R\ Let S be a closed convex subset of R"\ Consider the 
variational inequality problem VI{F, S) defined as (1.1). Define that 
Rcix) := X - yc{x) = x - Prs{x — -F{x)) (4.2) c 
Then the set S'c(e) which defined as following 
is bounded for all e > 0, provided that the parameter c is chosen small enough to 
satisfy c < 2" . 
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Proof. Suppose the conclusion of this lemma does not hold, that is to say, there 
exists a sequence {Xk} such that 
lim IIXkll = 00 and limsup IIRe(Xk)11 < 00 
k-+oo k-+oo 
First we consider the case where 0 E S. Note that 
1 
IIRe(Xk) - -F(Xk)11 
e 
(4.3) 
where the inequality follows from the definition of projection and the assumption 
o E S. Squaring both sides of the above inequality and rearranging terms yield 
for all integers k we have 
o < 1 2 2 2 T 1 x k 11 - 11 Rc ( X k) 11 - - F ( X k) ( X k - Rc ( X k) ) 
c 
IIxk - Re(Xk) 112 + 2Re(Xk)T( Xk - Re(Xk )) - ~F(Xk)T(Xk - Re(Xk)) 
e 
= II Xk - Re(Xk) 112 + 2Re(Xk )T(Xk - Re(Xk)) 
-~(F(Xk ) - F(Re(Xk)))T(Xk - Re(Xk )) - ~F(Re(Xk))T(Xk - Re(Xk)) 
e e 
2f.-L 2 2 T 
< (1 - -) 11 x k - Rc (X k) 11 - [2Re (X k) + - F (Rc (X k) )] (X k - Rc (X k) ) 
e e 
< (1 - 2f.-L)IIxk - Re(Xk )112 + ~lIeRe ( Xk ) + F(Re(Xk)) 11 . IIXk - Re(Xk) 11 (4.4) 
e e 
where the second inequality follows from the strong monotonicity of F and the 
third inequality follows from the famous Cauchy-Swarchtz inequality. Using (4.3) 
we know that there exists a positive constant M such that for all integers k 
IlcRe(Xk ) + F(Re(Xk))11 < M 
and 
lim II Xk - Re(Xk) 11 = 00 
k-+oo 
Hence if c < 2J.L , then we have 
lim [( 1 - 2 f.-L ) 11 x k - Rc ( X k ) 112 + ~ 11 eRe ( x k) + F ( Rc ( X k) ) 11 . 11 x k - Rc ( X k) 11] < 0 
k-+oo e e 
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Therefore letting /c —> oo in (4.4) we get contradiction. 
Next we consider the case 0 ^ 5 . Choose XQ e S he arbitrary. Define the 
mapping F : FT FT and the closed convex set S as following respectively 
F{y) := F{y + xq) and S := S - XQ = {y E ： y = YI - XQ, YI e 5 } 
Clearly, F is continuous and strongly monotone with modulus fj,. Since 0 G 5, the 
preceding argument shows that, if c < 2/j,, then the set {y e R^ : ||凡(rc)|| < e} 
is bounded for any e > 0, where Rc(x) = x - Prg{x - ^F(x)). However, let 
a; = Xi — Xq we get 
- 1 ^ Rc(x) = X- Pr§(x - -F(x)) c 
1 -
=(xi -工0) - l-Prs((xi - a;o) - -F(xi - XQ) + a;。）— ^：。 c 
=rri - Prsixi - -F(xi)) c 
=Rc{0Cl) 
Therefore the assertion is also true for the case This completes the proof. 
• 
Lemma 4.2 Let C2 and Ci be arbitrary positive constants such that C2 > ci > 0. 
Then we have 
IIHe,(x)II < \\RcAx)\\ for all xeR'' (4.5) 
and 
c i l l ^ i W I I < C2\\RC,{X)\\ for all x e i T (4.6) 
Proof. Firstly, we note that if C2 = c i � 0 then the conclusion of this lemma 
clearly holds. Hence it suffices to consider the case C2> Ci > 0. From lemma 3.2 
and 3.3 we have 
and 
^ ^ ^ ^ 丨 剛 f S ^ ^ ^ 丨 剛 丨 | 2 
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Therefore (4.5) and (4.6) follow immediately. This completes the proof. • 
Let a and b be two constants satisfying 6 �a � 0， t h e n the level sets of the 
D-gap function Oab is defined by 
lev{e, e) = {a: G ： 6U(:r) < e} 
Now we are ready to prove the next lemma which concerned about the bounded-
ness of the level set of the D-gap function. 
Lemma 4.3 Suppose F : R^ R^ is continuous and strongly monotone with 
modulus > 0 on Rn. Let S be a closed convex subset of R\ Consider the vari-
ational inequality problem VI{F, S) defined as (1.1). Then the level sets lev{9, e) 
of the D-gap function 6ab for the corresponding VI{F, S) is bounded for all e > 0 
Proof. Let p = min{6 ’ " } . It follows from (4.6) in lemma 4.2 we know that 
\\R,[x)\\<P-\\R,{x)\\ 
By lemma 3.2 we have 
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
This implies that 
Finally since p < 2/z, lemma 4.1 guarantees that the set is bounded for any 
？〉0. Thus L(e) is bounded for all e > 0 and completes the proof of this lemma. 
• 
Lemma 4.4 (Lemma 7 of [15]) Let F : R^ 一 FC^ be strongly monotone with 
modulus /.I and global Lipschitz continuous with constant L on B{x*; e) for some 
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€ > O. Let S be a closed convex subset of Rn. Consider the variational inequality 
problem V I(F, S) defined as {1.1}. Then there exists a constant T > 0 such that 
Ilx - x* 11 ::; TIIRc(x)11 for all x E B(x*; €) 
for any c ~ ~:, where x* is the unique solution ofVI(F,S) and Rc(x) is defined 
as {4.2}. 
Proof. Firstly, since F is strongly monotone and global Lipschitz, it follows 
part (b) of theorem (2.15) that the V I(F, S) has a unique solution. Denote the 
unique solution to be x*. By the strong monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of 
F again, we obtain for any x, y E B(x*; €) 
II(x - ~F(x)) - (y - ~F(Y))112 
C C 
= Ilx - y - ~F(x) + ~F(Y)112 
C C 
= Il x - Yl12 - ~(F(x) - F(y))T(x - y) 
C 
1 
+21I F(x) - F(y)11 2 
C 
2 2J-l 2 L211 112 < Ilx -Y II --llx-YII +2 x- y 
c C 
2J-lc - L2 
= Ilx - Yl12 - 2 Ilx - YI12 
C 
If C ~ ~: , this implies that 
1 1 II(x - -F(x)) - (y - -F(y))11 ::; Ilx - yll for all x, yE B(x*; €) (4.7) 
C C 
Noting that x* is the solution of V I(F, S) , part (c) of theorem 3.1 gives that 
x* = Yc(x*) = Prs(x* - ~F(x* )) 
c 
Thus for any x E B(x*; €) we have 
IIPrs(x - ~F(x)) - x*11 
C 
IIPrs(x - ~F(x)) - Prs(x* - ~F(x* ))11 
c C 
< II(x - ~F(x)) - (x* - ~F(x* ))11 
C c 
< Ilx - x* 11 
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where the first inequality and the second inequality follow from part (d) of the-
orem 2.3 and (4.7) respectively. Therefore by the definition of the projection 
operator we have 
Prs{x - -F{x)) = Pr§{x - -F{x)) for all x e B{x*] e) (4.8) 
c c 
where = A B(a:*;e). On the other hand, since is strongly monotone 
and Lipschitz continuous on S, it follows from theorem 2.15 that there exists a 
constant r > 0 such that 
Ik - 工 S r||(iF)f(a:)|| = r||x - — -F{x))\\ (4.9) c c 
Combining (4.8) and (4.8) and recall the definition of Rc{x) we obtain that 
|x < T||i?cW|| for all X € B(x*] e) 
This completes the proof. • 
Using the above lemmas, under the assumption of strongly monotonicity and 
global Lipschitz continuity of F, we now establish the pointwise error bound 
result of the square root of the D-gap function to the VI{F, S). 
Theorem 4.2 (Lemma 8 of [15]) Let F : FT — R" be strongly monotone with 
modulus fi and global Lipschitz continuous with constant L on B{x*\e) for some 
e > 0. Let S be a closed convex subset of RP\ Consider the variational inequality 
problem VI(F, S) defined as (1.1). Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > 
a > 0 and the D-gap function of VI(F, S) to be 9ab{x). Then there exist two 
constants TI > 0 and T2 > 0 such that 
< [eabix)]'/'^ <T2\\x-x*\\ for all x E B{x*-,e) (4.10) 
where x* is the unique solution ofVI(F, S). In particular, the function [没ab(工 
has an pointwise error bound near x*. 
Proof . Let c := rnax(|^, 6). It follows from (4.5) in lemma 4.2 that 
\\Rc{x)\\ < (4.11) 
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On the other hand, since c > it follows from lemma 4.4 that there exists a 
constant r > 0 such that 
I a; -a:*|| < T||i?2(a;)|| for all x G B{x*]e) 
This inequality together with (4.11) and lemma 3.2，implies that 
(4.12) 
Hence the left hand side of the inequality (4.10) holds by letting Ti = To 
establish the right hand side of this inequality, observed that for any x G B{x*] e) 
II 凡⑷丨丨 二 
= 1 1 ^ - Pa(^) - + I/a(x*)ll 





where the second equality is from the fact that x* = ya{x*) since x* is the solution 
of VI{F, S)). Using lemma 3.2 we know that 
Oatix) < 一 y„(‘T)||2 = 
Hence 
Thus right hand side of (4.10) holds by letting T2 =((“化)')"?. Therefore 
the conclusion of this theorem is true. This completes the proof. • 
In the next theorem, we will strengthen the assumption in theorem 4.2 to 
establish the global error bound result of the function ["a6� ]1,2. This indeed is 
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a slightly generalization of Lemma 4.1 of [23] in which they further assumed F 
to be continuously differentiable. 
Theorem 4.3 Let F : K^ ^ R^ be strongly monotone with modulus fi and locally 
Lipschitz continuous on BP. Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0. 
Let S be a closed convex subset of R^. Consider the variational inequality problem 
VI(F\ S) defined as (1.1). Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a> 0 and 
the D-gap function of VI{F^ S) to be Oab{x). Suppose that either of the following 
two conditions holds 
(a) F is global Lipschitz continuous with constant L > 0 on R\ 
(h) S is a hounded subset of R^. 
Then the function has an global error hound on FC\ i.e. there exists a 
constant Ti > 0 such that for any x e R^ 
II…*|| (4.13) 
where x* is the unique solution of VI(F^ S). 
Proof. (Proof of (a)) Suppose F{x) is strongly monotone and global Lipschitz. 
Then 全F(x) is also strongly monotone and global Lipschitz. Thus theorem 2.15 
implies that there exists a constant c' > 0 such that for every x E fi 
On the other hand, lemma 4.2 implies that 
�6(工）> ^ l l x - y,ix)r = 
Therefore we have 
0 — a 
Therefore letting TI = ( 監 产 we see that (4.13) holds under the assumption of 
(a). 
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(Proof of (b)) Suppose S is bounded then in fact S is a compact subset of BJ\ 
Hence we can choose a sufficiently large constant r such that 
5 C B ( 0 ; r ) := {x e i?" ： ||a:|| < r} 
Let B := B(0] 3r), noting that F is locally Lipschitz on hence is global 
Lipschitz on B. Therefore using similar argument as in part (a), we can show 
that there exists a constant T' such that 
- < for all x e B 
Now let X be an arbitrary point such that x ^ B, that is to say, ||a:|| > 3r. Then 
the triangle inequality implies that 
I k < + + 
< \\x-y,{x)\\ + 2r (4.14) 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that ijb{x) e S and x* G S. 
Moreover, triangle inequality again implies that 
> 3 r - r = 2r (4.15) 
Hence (4.14) and (4.15) yield that 
<2||x-y6(a:)|| for all X • B 
It follows from lemma 4.2 we obtain 
Thus we have 
Ik < for all x^B 
0 — a 
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Therefore letting r = max{Ti’ ( 古 w e get (4.13) under the assumption of 
(b). This completes the proof. • 
Prom the above theorem, for a locally Lipschitz and strongly monotone func-
tion F(x), we see that the function [Oabix)]^ "^^  has an global error bound provided 
that either the function F{x) is further assumed to be global Lipschitz or the 
constrained set S is compact and convex. However, both of this two case is 
rather restrictive in practice. Hence a natural question is that whether these two 
condition can be relaxed? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is negative. 
In what follows, we show that [Bah{x)YI'^  may not have an global error bound on 
FT by two counterexamples, if the function is not global Lipschitz and S is not 
compact. 
Example 3. Define a continuously differentiable mapping F \ B? E? by 
where 
2x2 
Fi{xi,x2) = xi- xl and F2{xi,x2) = — + xl o 
for any x = (0:1,0:2). Let S = R^ := {x = {xi,X2) • Xi > 0,X2 > 0}. It 
follows that the corresponding VI{F, S) reduce to NCPiJF\ S) and has a solution 
rr* = (0,0). Since 
( 1 - 2 X 2 \ 
JF{xi,X2) = (4.16) 
V 0 i + 乂 
Hence for any x = (xi,a:2) 
2工 
(:ri，X2)JF{xi ,工2) ,X2f = {xi，-2X1X2 + ^ + 3工狄 Xl，xs)^ 
= x l - 2xixl + + 
_ q/^2 �2 , .^'C? 2x1 
> 
This implies that F is strong monotone by part (c) of Theorem 2.12 and hence 
X* = (0,0) is the unique solution of this S). Clearly, F is locally Lipschitz 
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but not global Lipschitz and S is not compact. Let a = 1 and 6 be a arbitrary 
constant satisfying b > a = 1. Define the D-gap function Oab as Definition 3.3. In 
view of (3.13) in lemma 3.2, in order to show that the function has no global 
error bound, it is sufficient to show that there exists a sequence G R^ such 
that 
llx" - X* I , � r. ；~nr —> oo as n —> oo (4.17) 
By the definition of ya{-) and our choice of a, for any x = (xi, 0:2) we have 
工 - V a i x ) = x - {x - F{x)) = (min{a;i,F(a;i)}，min{a:2,F0c2)}) 
Letting = then F{x„) = (0, y + n ” and Xn - ya{xn) = (0,n). This 
yields that 
lim II 丨 丨 〜 " � " =l i m 丨丨(-2，；；广、(I?，0)11=� 
Therefore (4.17) holds and the function has no global error bound. 
Example 3' . (Example 4.1 of [11]) Let 0(工）=1/x, {x > 0) and S be the 
epigraph of the function Then P is a closed and convex subset of B}. Let b 
and a be two constants satisfying 6 > a > 0. Define a continuously differentiable 
mapping F : ^ B? hy 
where 
F\{XI,X2) = a{xi + e^"^^) and (2^1,0:2) 二 
for any x = {xi,x2). It can be verified that F is strongly monotone with modulus 
a on R\ Moreover, the set S is not compact and F is locally Lipschitz but not 
global Lipschitz. Define the D-gap function dab as Definition 3.3. In view of (3.13) 
in lemma 3.2，in order to show that the function dll^ has no global error bound, 
it is sufficient to show that there exists a sequence x^ G B? such that 
I - X* 
71 ；Ti——^ 00 as n — 0 0 (4.18) 
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where x* is the unique solution of VI(F, S). Let = (e-�e") G S and L denote 
the straight line given by 
that is L is orthogonal to the set S at Let = ( -e^" , - e "^" ) . Then E L\S 
and so Prs{ln) = Let = = (n,e"). Since 
a a 
the non-expansive property of the projection operator i.e. part (d) of theorem 




= e - 3 " 
Thus ‘ 
< ||(n，e ” - (e -V" )||+e-3" 
= I 丨 n - + 
=|n —e-"| + e一 
This yields that 
11 工"-工II \\{n,en-x*\\ ^ ||(n’e")— 
71 ； ~ r r r = 71 ； 7 7 �l : 5 0 0 CLS 71 ^ OO 
Ik" - - - |n — + e"^" 
Therefore (4.18) holds and the function 没丄广 has no global error bound. 
Although the function may not has an global error bound when the 
strongly monotone and locally Lipschitz function F[x) is not global Lipschitz 
and the constrained set S is not compact, but we can show that it indeed has an 
local error bound in the next theorem since all the level set of the D-gap function 
is compact. 
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Theorem 4.4 Let F : K^ ^ R^ be strongly monotone with modulus ji and locally 
Lipschitz continuous on Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0. 
Let S be a closed convex subset of K^. Consider the variational inequality problem 
VI{F, S) defined as (1.1). Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0 and 
the D-gap function of VI{F, S) to be Oab{x). Then for any e > 0 there exists a 
constant ri(e) > 0 such that 
Ik 一 x l^l < n{e)[eab{x)]'/^ for all x e A ：= {y e R"" : [eab{y)f' < e} (4.19) 
where x* is the unique solution ofVI[F,S). In particular, the function [没a6(力] 
has an local error bound on 
P r o o f . For any fixed e > 0, the set A^ is a, bounded subset in R^ from Lemma 
4.3. Hence 人 is a compact set since Oab{x) is continuous. Define 
Aa ：= {z e S : z = ya{x), X e A^} and Ai := {z e S : z = yb(x), x e A^} 
Let A = AaU Ab. It follows from the fact that both ya(x) , yb{x) are continuous 
functions and A^ is a compact set, we know that A is a bounded subset of S. 
Hence there exists a constant R> 0 such that 
A C B{x*]R) 
Let 5 = n R) and for any x e define 
Oa{x) = sup{F{x)^{x -y)-^\\x- yf; yeS} 
A{x) = sup{F{xf{x -y)-^\\x- yf;ye S} 
and 
Oabix)=百a�-Ob(x) 
Since yb(x) G Ab C S, for any x G A^. Thus part (a) of theorem 3.1 and S C S 
implies that 
Ob{x) = F{xf{x - ijbix)) -^Wx- yb{x)f < e^ix) < 外(a;) 
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This implies that for any x e A^ 
iM = " 6 � =F { x f { x - y,{x))-臺llx - 讲 ( o O f (4.20) 
Similarly we have for any x £ A^ 
Oa{x) = ea{x) = F{x)^{x - y �⑷） - l \ \ x - ？ /aWf (4.21) 
Hence from (3.13) we obtain that for any x E A^ 
Oab{x) = Oaix) - Okix) = O a i x ) - 似 X ) = � > — T / t ^ f (4.22) 
Now we claim that the following relation holds for any x e A^. 
— ^F(x)) = Prs{x 一 � F ( x ) ) (4.23) 
Defining the function 
Then we see that 
9b{x) = sup il)b{x,y) and $b{x) = snpipbix.y) (4.24) 
yes yG5 
Noting that 
M^.y) = F ⑷了 (rc —?/)—会 
二 (2c)-i||F(x)f - [(26)-i||F�||2 — F{x)''{x - y) + 一 y||2] 
二（2c)-1||F ⑷ — ⑷ ||2 (4.25) 
Thus (4.20), (4.24)，(4.25) and the definition of yb{x) imply that for any x G A^. 
Pr~s{x — ^F{x)) = yb{x) = — ^F{x)) 
This completes the proof of the claim. On the other hand, since F{x) is strongly 
monotone and locally Lipschitz on Then l F { x ) is also strongly monotone 
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and locally Lipschitz. Using the fact that Si := 5 U is a bounded subset in 
It follows that iF{x) is strongly monotone and global Lipschitz on 3 S. 
Thus theorem 2.15 implies that there exists a constant c(e) > 0 such that for 
every x ^ S\ 
l|:r-a;*||<c(6) ||(iF)f(a:)|| (4.26) 
By (3.5) and (4.23) we know that for any x E A^ 
IK J 尸) r � " =I I 工 - 尸 喻 - = I  工一Prs{x — = b - ？/6(x)|| 
Hence it follows from (3.13)，(4.26) and the above equality that for any x e A^ 
Ik - < c(e) ||(iF)f(a;)|| = c(€)||a: — y^WH < c �[丄 ] [〜^⑷！“之 
Thus (4.19) follows by letting ri(e) = c(e)[占]"2. • 
4.3 Error bound results for Generalized Regu-
larized gap function 
In this subsection we study the error bound result for the Generalized Regularized-
gap function. In [23], N. Yamashita, K. Taji and M. Fukushima first established 
the error bound result for the Regularized-gap function under the assumption 
that F is continuously differentiable, global Lipschitz and strongly monotone. 
Recently, their work have been extended by [11] and [21]. In [11], Huang and Ng 
established an error bound result by dropping the assumption that F is global 
Lipschitz and construct an iterative algorithm for solving VI(F,S). In [21], Tan 
extended the error bound result of [11] to the case that F is locally Lipschitz and 
strongly monotone. Differently, our next theorem deal with the case F is only 
continuous and strongly monotone. Our proof is much simpler than that in [11 
but, on the other hand the approach derived from the consideration of derivatives 
given in [11] has an advantage for providing an Armijo typed algorithm. 
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Theorem 4.5 Suppose F : R^ ^ R^ is continuous and strongly monotone with 
modulus fi> 0 on S. Let S be a closed convex subset of FT. Consider the varia-
tional inequality problem VI{F, S) defined as (1.1). Let c be a positive constant 
satisfying 0 < c < ^ ^ . Then there exists a constant ri > 0 such that 
Ik - a:*|| < [吃(;r)]"2 for any x e S, (4.27) 
where x* is the unique solution of VI{F, S). 
Proof. Since F is strongly monotone with modulus fi on 5 , we have that for any 
xeS 
[Fix) - F{x*)f(x — X*) > ii\\x — 
Using the fact that x* is the solution of VI{F,S), we get 
F{x*)'^{x -x*)>0 for all xeS (4.28) 
Adding these two inequalities, we obtain 
F{xf{x - X*) > fi\\x - for any x e S, 
From the above inequality, (3.38) and x* e S we obtain 
E^{x) = supF{x)'^{x-y)-ap{x,y) > F(x)'^{x-x*)-Cip{x,x*) > [IJ^-C{K-P)]\\X-X*\\'^ 
yes 
Thus the conclusion holds by letting TI 二 [ " ( i “ ) ] " 2 . • 
4.4 Error bound results for Generalized D-gap 
function 
In this subsection we study the error bound result for the Generalized D-gap 
function. Firstly, we note that as Example 3 (3，）have illustrated, the Generalized 
D-gap function may not have an global error bound. But similar to the D-gap 
function, we can show that a local error bound result can be achieved. In order to 
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establish the local error bound result, we first give some Lemmas which studies 
the boundedness of the sets 
S?{x) = {:r e iT : y^{x)) < e) (4.29) 
for all c > 0 under some suitable condition. 
Lemma 4.5 (Lemma 4.4 of [17]) Suppose F : BJ" — IV" is continuous and 
strongly monotone with modulus fi > 0 on RJ\ Let S be a closed convex subset of 
Rn. Consider the variational inequality problem VI(F, S) defined as (1.1). For 
any positive constant c, the set Sc{e) which defined as (4-29) is bounded for all 
€ > 0, 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a constant cq > 0 such that 
lim ||:cfc|| = 00 and {xk)) < cq (4.30) 
It follows from property P3 that 
ip{xk,yc{xk)) - ^{xk^xk) > — Xk) + P\\y^{xk) 一 Xkf 
Hence from lemma (3.8) and property P2 we have 
^{xk^y'^ixk)) > - Xkf 
which together with (4.30) gives that 
\\y^{x,)-xf,\\<c (4.31) 
where c :=(晋 )"2. Dividing on both side of the above inequality we have 
I y^jxk) Xk .. c 
I M ' ' - I M 
Since is a bounded sequence and limyt^ oo = 0, the above inequality 
ensures that { f^ii^ y ^} is also a bounded sequence. Since every bounded sequence 
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have a convergent subsequence, without loss of generality, we can assume (pass 
to a subsequence if necessary) that 
lim y ^ ^ = a and lim = a (ll^ll = 1) 
k—^ oo Xk fc-+oo I Xk 
Choose ay e S and cq € (0, m i n { ^ , 1}). Set 
y ^ M = eoy + (1 — (Xfc) 
Since Vcixk) is the unique minimizer of •)> hence we have 
< 妙Gfe’ 於(rr,-)) 
From the definition of this implies that 
-F{xkf{xk-y^{xk)) + cip{xk,y^{xk)) < -F(xk)'^{xk-y^{xk))-^ap{xk,y^{xk)) 
This inequality together with the definition of ^ { x k ) yields that 
- e o F { x k f { y - y ^ { x k ) ) - - ^ {xk.tdxk) ) ] < 0 (4.32) 
Set 
Tc{xk) = y - Vci^k) + Xk 
Then from (4.31) we know that {Tc(a:fc)} is a bounded sequence. In additional 
(4.32) can be rewritten as 
eoF{xk)'^{Tc{xk) - Xk) - c[ip{xk,ycM) - v?(:cfc，歹加))]> 0 
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On the other hand, by definition of ^(xk), the strong monotonicity of F and 
Lemma 3.8 we get 
0 < eoF(xk)^(Tc(xk) - Xk) - - ^{xk^Vci^k))] 
< -eo[F{Tc{xk)) - F{xk)f{T,{xk) - x^) + eoF{mxk))'^(T,{xk) — x^) 
< -l^eo\\T,{xk) — + eo||F(re(a;,))|| . ||(Te(a:,) - x^ 
-clWy(p{xk,yc{xk)) - - y^ixk)) 
< -f^eoWnix,) - x . f + eo||F(re(xfc))|| . -
⑷-XKW • \\Y^{XK) - Y^{XK)\\ 
二 - Xfcll^  + eollF(rcOrfc))丨丨• -
+cAc||eoy + (l - eo)y?{xk) - a：』• \\eo{y — 
Since F is continuous and {Tc{xk)} is bounded as we mention before, it follows 
that {F{Tc{xk))} is also a bounded sequence. By dividing on both sides of 
the above inequality，letting /c —> oo, and taking account of (4.30) we get 
-/Mo + CK,el > 0 
This yields that 
CK, 
This contradicts to our chosen of e�. Thus the conclusion of this Lemma holds. 
• 
Let a and b be two constants satisfying 6 > a > 0, then the level sets of the 
Generalized D-gap function 9ab is defined by 
Now we are ready to prove the next lemma which concerned about the bounded-
ness of the level set of the Generalized D-gap function. 
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Lemma 4.6 (Theorem 入.1 of [17]) Suppose F •• R几—R孔 is continuous and 
strongly monotone with modulus // > 0 on R^. Let S be a closed convex subset of 
R\ Consider the variational inequality problem VI[F^ S) defined as (1.1). Then 
the level set Zev(没器，e) of the Generalized D-gap function for the corresponding 
VI(F, S) is bounded for alloO 
Proof. For any e > 0 and x G Z/^(e), using Lemma 3.10 we know that 
{b-aMx,yf{x))<eg(x)<e 
This implies that 
V^ OMi"⑷）< 
0 — CI 
Thus we obtain 
Noting that Lemma 4.5 gives that is bounded for all e > 0, we have the 
conclusion of this Lemma. • 
Lemma 4.7 Let F be global Lipschitz continuous with modulus L, and strongly 
monotone with modulus fi on a set ^ D S. Let y^{x) be defined as in part (a) 
of Theorem 3.8. Then for any positive constant c there exists a constant c' such 
that for every x G Q 
\\x-x*\\<c'\\x-y^{x)\\ 
where x* is the unique solution of the VI(F,S). 
Proof. For a given vector x G let r = x - We have 
x-r = y^{x) 
Since minimize the function -F(x)^(x - •) + c(p(x,.) on S, it follows from 
the first order optimality condition that 
[F(a;) + cVy(p(x, - > 0 for all y e S 
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In particular, with y = x*, we obtain 
F{x) + - (a: - r)] > 0 
Since x* is the unique solution of the VI{F, S) and x — r e S,we have 
- r) - re*] > 0 
Adding the two inequalities we deduce that 
[F{x) - F(x*) + cVyip{x,y'^{x))f[x* - (x - r)] > 0 
This inequality together with lemma 3.8 implies that 
[F(x) - r > - F{x*)f{x — x*) + [cV^Mx, y^{x))f[x* - {x - r)] 
=[F{x) - F{x*)f{x - X*) 
+c[Vj;(/?(x, y^{x)) - Vy(p{x, - a; + r) (4.33) 
From property (P5) in the definition of (p{x,y)^ the Lipschitz continuity and the 
strong monotonicity of F{x) we see that the following three inequalities holds. 
[F{x) - Fix*)fr < L\\r\\\\x - (4.34) 
[F(x) - F{x*)f{x -x*)>fi\\x-x*f (4.35) 
and 
- 工)]了(o:* - a; + r) 
> -工"(Ik*-工" + WI) 
=-/.(||r||||:.*-x|| + ||r|n (4.36) 
Hence from (4.33)，(4.34), (4.35) and (4.36) we deduce that 
-CK(||r||||x* - xll + ||rf) + f^\\x - < L\\r\\\\x -
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Denoting q = ||a:* — t = ||r|| the above inequality can be rewritten as 
— (cK + L)qt — CK,t^ < 0 
Resolving this inequality we get 
ck + L [(L + c/C)2+ 
Q — 2ii + ^ J 力 
That is to say 
„ * 11 ^ + L [(Z/ + ck)2+ 4CK//]I/2 
丨丨工-"II ^  + - 2 m '丨丨叫丨 
Thus the theorem holds by setting c ' = ^ + • 
Theorem 4.6 Let F : R^ R^ be strongly monotone with modulus // and locally 
Lipschitz continuous on Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0. 
Let S be a closed convex subset of R^. Consider the variational inequality problem 
S) defined as (1.1). Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0 and 
the Generalized D-gap function of VI{F, S) to be Then for any e > 0 
there exists a constant ri(e) > 0 such that 
Ik - < �K �f o r all X e A ：= [y G IT ： [e^.iy)]'^' < e} (4.37) 
where x* is the unique solution ofVI[F,S). In particular, the function [ 没 � ] 
has an local error bound on R^. 
� Proof. For any fixed e > 0, from Theorem 4.3 the set A^ is a bounded subset in 
R^. Hence A^ is a compact set since 没仏:c) is continuous. Define 
Aa:= {z es : z = Vaix), X G A,} and Ab := {z e S : z = YF (RE), x G A,} 
Let A = AaU Ab. By the fact that both ，yf (x) are continuous functions 
and A^ is a compact set, we obtain that A is a bounded subset of S. Hence there 
exists a constant R> 0 such that 
A C B{x''-R) 
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Let 5 = n R) and for any x e R"" define 
^a W = sup{F(xf(x - y ) - a^{x,y)-ye S] 
= sup{F{x)^{x - y ) - bip{x,y)-ye S} 
and 
慰⑷ = ^ a W —野⑷ 
Since S C S, it is clear that 
歹？⑷ S C � and < ef{x) (4.38) 
In additional, a similar argument as the proof of part (a) in Theorem 3.8 guar-
antees that there exist two unique elements on S say 箭 (x ) and ^ ( x ) such that 
the following two conditions hold: 
(a) is the unique minimizer of the function ：= -F (x )^ (x - - )+a(p (x , . ) 
on S and ^(x) is the unique minimizer of the function V^ f (•) ：= -F[xY{x -
•) + •) on S. 
(b) ^^(x) = F{xY(x - ^{x)) - y^{x)) and 奶:r) = F ( 和 一 流 � ) -
M工，歡工)） 
Since y^{x) e A^CS, for any a: G A,. Thus property (a), (b) of ^ ( x ) , (3.40) 
and (4.38) implies that 
= < e^{x) 
This implies that for any x £ A^ 
？?(x) = e^{x) = F{xf{x-y^{x))-b^{x,y^{x)) = F � 咖 流 � ) 
(4.39) 
Similarly we have for any x E A^ 
(4.40) 
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Hence (4.39), (4.40)，(3.51) and the above property (a) (b) yield that for any 
X e A^ 
= (x) — ^f(x) = - = ^ � >{h-aM 工,⑷）(4.41) 
and 
Vai^) = = ^ { x ) (4.42) 
On the other hand, since F{x) is strongly monotone and locally Lipschitz on R\ 
Using the fact that 5i 5 U A^ is a bounded subset in It follows that F{x) 
is strongly monotone and global Lipschitz on 5i 3 S. Thus lemma 4.7 implies 
that there exists a constant m(e) > 0 such that for every x ^ S\ 
||a;-a;*||<m(6) \\x-^ix)\\ (4.43) 
Hence it follows from (3.38), (4.43) and (4.42) that for any x e A^ 
Using (3.51) in Lemma 3.10, the above inequality yields 
Ik -力 I < m⑷ (1 )1 /2[咖’ ⑷ < [⑩补 1/2 
Thus (4.37) follows by letting n{e) = 产 . • 
Remark: 1. In [22], Yamasita and Fiikushima raised a problem that is there any 
error bound results for the generalized D-gap function without assuming that 
the function F(x) is global Lipschitz continuous? Very recently, [17] prove that 
if F(x} is continuous differentiable and strongly monotone then the local error 
bound can be achieved. Here we generalized their result to the case of F is lo-
cally Lipschitz and provide a counter-example (Example 3 or 3，）to show that 
the global error bound in general does not hold. Thus, we have already given a 
complete answer to this question. 
2. Since descent algorithm require that the function value f(x) decrease at every 
iteration, it follows that the iterated sequence which is generated by the descent 
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algorithm are located in the level sets {x : f{x) < f(xo)} where XQ is the initial 
point we choose. Hence, Theorem 4.6 means that the iterated sequence {xk}f=i 
generated by the descent algorithm satisfy the following error bound type condi-
tions: 
Ikfc - < Ti(/(:r�))[0S(孙for allk>l 
Hence if we can generate a sequence of Xk by algorithm such that 0 
then we have Xk x*. In fact this is indeed the motivation of the algorithm 1 
in Section 5. • 
Having solved the above question raised by Yamasita and Fiikushima. Another 
natural question comes out immediately: Is there any merit function such that it 
satisfy the following two properties at the same time? 
1. It serves as an equivalent unconstrained minimization formulation of the 
VI{F,S). 
2. Its square root provides a global error bound on R^ under the assumption of 
F is strongly monotone and locally Lipschitz? 
Next we will give affirmative answer to this question. 
Theorem 4.7 Let F : R^ ^ R^ be strongly monotone with modulus ji and locally 
Lipschitz continuous on R^. Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0. 
Let S be a closed convex subset of FT. Consider the variational inequality problem 
VI(F, S) defined as (1.1). Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a> 0 and 
the Generalized D-gap function of VI(F, S) to be Oab(^)- Then there exists a 
positive constant r such that 
Ik < r ( l + ||:c||2)[没S� 1"2 for all x e (4.44) 
where x* is the unique solution ofVI{F,S). 
Proof. Firstly, from Theorem 3.10 we know that is continuous. It 
follows that 没 a t t a i n s a maximum value on 5(0; 1), say M,i.e. for all x G 
m 1) 
[ 没 S � ] < M (4.45) 
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Here M must be positive since = 0 if and only if a: = x*. Let Xi G B(0; 1) 
be the point such that 
= M 
Then the set A := {re G B(0; 1):[想(rc)]"^ > M } is not empty (at least contains 
Xi). Clearly, A is compact. Thus the continuous function || . —x*\\ attains a 
maximum on A, say Mi, which must be also positive. That is to say, for all 
a; € A 
\\x-x*\\<M, 
This inequality and (4.45) imply that for any x E A 
11：^-x*\\<M,< ^ m x r ' < ^ ( 1 + i w n [ � ( 4 . 4 6 ) 
Secondly, Theorem 4.6 implies that there exists a positive constant TI such that 
for all a: G Am := {y e R^ ：[没< M } 
Ik —力I S � 11/2 < Ti(l + [ 愁 � ] " 2 (4.47) 
Thirdly, for any x e Ai {x e R"" \ B{0; 1) : > M } 
| | � * | | 引H I + M l < max{lJa:*||}(l + |M|) 
< 2max{l,|la;*||}(l + ||xf) 
< 2 m a x { l , 隨 ( l + l t f ) “ � ( 4 . 4 8 ) 
Finally, combining (4.46)，(4.47) and (4.48), the conclusion follows by letting 
Ml o 腿 { l ， M I } i 
• 
Let a and b be two constants satisfying b > a > 0. Let the Generalized D-gap 
function defined as in Definition 3.8. Then we define r;器:R^ ^ R^ as following: 
= + � (4.49) 
The following theorem tells us that the function is indeed the merit function 
we want. 
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Theorem 4.8 Let S C R^ be a closed convex set and F : R^ R^ be continu-
ous. Let a and b he two constants satisfying 6 > a > 0. The following statements 
are valid. 
(a) rjabi^) is continuous and nonnegative on K^ 
(b) [rjabi^) = 0] X belongs to the solution set of VI(F^ S) [x = 
ya{x) = yb{x) 
(c) If F is further assumed to be continuously differentiable, then (工)^ ^ also 
continuously differentiable. 
(d) If F is locally Lipschitz and strongly monotone. Then the function [？ 
provide a global error bound on BP. 
Proof. Since the function f{x) := (1+ is positive and continuously differ-
entiable on R\ Hence the conclusions of part (a), (b) and (c) follow immediately 
from part (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.10 respectively. Finally the conclusion 
of part (d) follows from Theorem 4.7. • 
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